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Bell quits A.D. post; Young in
By Harold Brown
Sport Editor
In an unexpected move, Bowling Green State University
has its second Athletic Director in 90 daysRichard A. Young, head Falcon baseball coach, was
appointed to fill the position vacated by the resignation of
Dr. Robert G. Bell Wednesday.
University President Hollis A. Moore made the announcement at a press conference late yesterday afternoon.
Concerning Dr. Bell's resignation, Dr. Moore said,
"Reasons for his leaving are largely personal; Dr. Bell's
family! has never moved from California to Ohio.

Dick Young

An
Independent
Student
Voice

"ALTHOUGH HE HAS received exceptionally strong
support from this administration, encouragement from the
faculty and loyal support from each and every member of
the Athletic Department, he still feels as if Bowling Green's
potentialities in intercollegiate athletics do not offset the
considerable personal unhappiness which he feels," Dr.
Moore said.
Dr. Moore, in announcing the appointment of Young

said, "Back in December it was a toss-up in my mind between Bob Bell and Dick Young. Dick was strongly
recommended by a special screening committee at that
time and I was strongly impressed with his approach to the
athletic program and his own personal characteristics of
stability, integrity, and dedication to a balanced athletic
program in the University."
"I AM JUST as proud to get this Job now as I would have
been to get it after Doyt resigned," Young said. "I hope the
appointment is well received by everyone connected with
the University."
Young, who is also presently the head baseball coach,
will continue those duties until the end of the current season
and then a new coach will be appointed.
"I do not feel that coaching and administration are
compatible with each other," he said.
"I believe our coaching staff is second to none in the
Midwest and with the help of everyone we can do the Job
with the program," Young said.
"I BELIEVE athletics belong in an intellectual at-
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mosphere. I expect to teach through athletics, not merely
entertain," he said.
Young, 39, received his B.A. from Ohio State in 19M and
his M.A. in education, also from OSU. in 1959. He is
currently working on his doctoral degree here at the
University.
He joined the Falcon coaching staff in 1959 as an
assistant football coach. His duties included coaching the
freshman team to a 31-7 record In eight seasons.
HE HAS ALSO served as baseball coach since that time
and has compiled a 165-1254 in the past 11 seasons. This
year's team is currently 3-7. He is also acting director of
the Health and Physical Education Department while Dr.
Sam Cooper is on a leave of absence.
Young said he felt he would do a good Job because "I am
enthusiastic about the Job, well organized and dedicated to
this University and believe in all of Its programs."
Young had no idea of the Impending announcement until
11 ajn. when he was told that Dr. Moore wanted to
talk to him. "My first thought was, what did I do wrong,"
he said.
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Nixon orders Calley release
FT. BENNING, Ga. (AP) - Lt.
William L. (alley Jr. walked out of the
Ft. Benning stockade last night, released
by order of President Nixon pending
appeal of his conviction for murder at My
Lai.
The 27-year-old Calley, blinking in the
glare of television lights, left the
stockade at 7:55 p.m. EST, a little more
than 24 hours after he was sentenced to
life imprisonment.
About 75 onlookers applauded as
Calley emerged. He saluted a superior

officer who directed him to a waiting
automobile.
A single uniformed guard is assigned
to accompany Calley night and day,
sharing the convicted murderer's
bachelor quarters, (."alley's status
changed from that of confinement to the
stockade to one of confinement to his own
quarters.
WITH THE GUARD, he wiU be free to
come and go for such essential things as
work, laundry, business or legal conferences and so forth.

Acting in the wake of a White House
announcement that it was getting
thousands of letters and wires running
100-1 for clemency, the President personally telephoned the chief of staff to
free Calley from the stockade at Ft.
Benning, Ga.
Presidential press secretary Ronald
L. Zeigler said Nixon acted as President
rather than as commander-in-chief, and
"This is not a legal step, it was taken at
the President's discretion."
Zlegler said the chief exceptive felt

Trustee candidates air
views on rep's duties
By Steve Brash
and
Ann Hofbauer
The 10 students running for student
representative to the Board of Trustees
in next Wednesday and Thursday's
primary briefly explained their
viewpoints last night in response to interviewer's questions.
The nine interviewers appointed by
the student body president quizzed the
candidates for two hours before an
audience of about 10 students.
JOHN DL'NIP ACE, junior (BA), the
first candidate interviewed, said that his
best qualification for the position is his
dedication to representing the students.
He added that he could add dimension
and scope to the office.
MARK H. KRUSE, Junior (BA), felt
that the office should involve as many
students as possible to improve the

communications between students and
administration.
Kruse continued that he would take
the responsibility of acting against the
majority opinion of his constituency if he
felt that it was the best interests of the
students, in order to avoid being a rubber
stamp of the students.
JOSEPH JEROME, junior (BA),
stressed the importance of realizing that
the representative is not working for
anyone but the students. The basic aim
would be to make the board more
responsive to the views of students, he
said.
Jerome was a candidate in the
original election for the position held in
January. That contest was invalidated
after being contested by a number of
students.
STEPHEN BURSA, junior (BA),
suggested that the representative to the
board should have more power but was
"not sure how to go about doing it." He

added that he "Imagined" that the
student representative couldn't do much
about board decisions except fight them.
EVELYN SWORDS, freshman (ED),
the nominee from the Firelands Branch
campus, said she probably wouldn't be
running for the post if it weren't for the
nomination from the Firelands students.
She said that she doesn't feel her attendance at Firelands will hinder her
work with the students on the main
campus.
Miss Swords added that she isn't
familiar with the main problems at
BGSU, however, and would have to spend
a lot of time getting involved with the
students here.
JANC. WELLMAN, Junior (ED), said
House Bill 1219 was an all purpose riot
bill and can be interpreted as anything.
He added that the student representative
is crippled by the lack of a vote and he
would try to convince the board that the
students are capable of a vote.
• To page 3

personally that Calley should not continue In the stockade, or go to the
military prison at Leavenworth, Kan.,
until reviews and possible appeals of his
conviction have been completed.
CALLEY, 27, WAS convicted Monday
of the premeditated murder of at least 22
civilians at My Lai, South Vietnam, in
1968. The same Jury sentenced him
Wednesday to life imprisonment at hard
labor,
The action touched off a nationwide
groundswell of opposition, in the form of
offers of money, demonstrations and
letters of protest.
Ziegler said Nixon was aware of the
flood of pro-t'alley communications into
the White House.
Defense lawyers had pressed for
freedom for the 27-year-old Calley
pending outcome of appeal of his sentence. But they lodged their request with
the post commander, Maj. Gen. Orwln
Talbott. The President's intervention
appeared to catch the Army here by
surprise.
CALLEY HAD LED a relatively free
pattern of life since being indicted for
murder Sept. 5, 1969, on the eve of his
scheduled release from service.
During the 18 intervening months,
Calley was assigned administrative
duties at this home of the U.S. infantry,
with his living quarters across the street
from his job - in a one-room bachelor's
apartment. The chief restriction Imposed
on him was that he could not leave Ft.
Benning without permission.
Appeals from the life sentence imposed by the trial jury Wednesday afternoon are automatic in the initial stage
of -the military court process.
What Is life Imprisonment like? See page
7 for an earlier dispatch that tells what
Calley will face In the event his conviction and sentence are upheld.

Remember this?
Classroom decorum just ain't what it used to be.
This photograph of students playing a game of "Duck, Duck, Goose"
appeared in yesterday's BG News over the cutline "Beats Classes. "
Well, it seems it really was a class.
Graduate assistant Jim Kellar's experimental studies course, Community Art, was putting the spring weather to good use Wednesday when
News photographer Gordy Gair mistook the dedicated students for
frolicking freaks.
The students were playing the game in order to "integrate the new
students into the class," Kellar said. "And I think it was successful."
He explained that in Community Art "whatever people in the class
think is art, they do."

Registration:
Computerized system to be in operation at BG
next quarter; designed to end Ballroom confusion
(Editor's note: The following article
Is a combination of two projects conducted last quarter by Jeff John, Mike
Florio, Vlckl Krugh, Linda Zadd and
Kathl Schlvley. AU were students of Jay
Black, Instructor of Journalism 104.)
A $20,000 computerized registration
system will go into effect here this
quarter, in a plan designed to eliminate
the lengthy lines and mass confusion of
Grand Ballroom registration.
Assistant Registrar Robert MeGeein
said that the new system will Involve
sending out a schedule of classes as in the
past, but instead of lining up in the
ballroom, students will fill out forms to
be mailed in or collected at a central
location.
He said students will be asked to list
their first choice schedules by course
sections, times and professors, and then
alternate courses for each first choice.

This coed depicts a seemingly general attitude toward that
wonderful University tradition-registration.

STUDENTS WILL ALSO have the
option of specifying times they want left
open on their schedules, as an aid for

those holding down part-time jobs.
If a student's first selection is closed,
he will then be given his first alternate
whenever possible MeGeein said.
Cary Brewer, assistant to the director
of registration and records, said trie torm
will be processed and the schedule
returned to the student approximately
two weeks before the start of classes in
September.
Registration priority will still be
based on the number of hours earned,
Brewer said, although the hew system
will allow more departments to specify
certain sections open to majors and
minors only.
FOR EXAMPLE, a psychology major
or minor would be allowed in a certain
psychology class before a non-major with
more credit hours.
When the students register by
computer this quarter, he added, they
will also register at the tables in the
Ballroom.
"This will aerve as a back-up If
something goes wrong with the program.

Thus the student will be insured ot
courses when he returns in the fall,"
Brewer explained.
He said the Registrar's Office does
not expect any difficulties, but since this
is the first time a computer will be used
for registration here, unexpected
problems may arise.
"THE BIGGEST PROBLEM," he
noted, "will be educating the students as
to the idea of the form."
Unfamiliar with the computer forms,
students may cause program malfunctions by filling cards out in ink, marking
wrong spaces, or mutilating the cards, he
explained.
Brewer said the $3 drop-add fee will
not be charged to students who have to
make changes because of program
shortcomings, but will be charged to
those who want the change for other
reasons.
MeGeein said, "The chances of a
student's getting the schedule he wants
are going to be greater because this

method will show, for the first time,
student demand for classes prior to
registration."
What this means is that the
Registrar's Office will now have a
complete record of student demand for
different courses. Under the present
system, the registrar sees only the final
result of the students' wrestlings with
closed courses and various alternatives,
and never really knows what the real
first choice courses are.
McGEEIN SAID THAT when the
department chairmen have to set up the
staff assignments for the next quarter,
they have no certain idea what courses
are most desired by the students.
Computerized registration will
provide a real test of student demand,
MeGeein explained, so when department
chairmen make staff assignments for
next quarter, they can be made on tile
basis of evidence rather than instinct.
• To page 7
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what to do about parking
really big show
All you Ed Sullivan fans will be losing a really big "star"
among other not-so-really-big shows in the 1971-72 television
season.
The national television networks have finally dissolved the
cornball half-hour programs and flamboyant shows that proved
to be expensive and hardly worth labeling "entertaining."
Although the fall season looks promising, the entire program
structure and quality is still In great need of innovation. The
networks have cancelled 35 of their 77 prime time shows, but the
grade of many television programs remains unintellectual and
leaning toward the soap opera and quiz-show-minded viewer.
Now is the time for each network to take an initiative toward
striving for higher quality in programming rather than higher
audiences in ratings. The faculties of American's youngest
medium are being squandered on trivial shows that are time
fillers and platforms that allow third rate actors and "contestants" to make fools of themselves on the air.
The technical and creative ability of television should be
channeled toward more documentary specials, extensive news
coverage, quality dramatic programs, in-depth investigations,
artistic reproductions and educational children shows.
This type of creative programming should be encouraged by
the FCC instead, in spite of the federal government's habit
closing their well-guarded doors to cameramen and producers.
It Is time for the networks to stop spoon-feeding the public
with mickey mouse shows and begin utilizing the bottled-up
potential of the medium toward more informative programs like
CBS's "The Selling of the Pentagon " -- even at the risk of
sparking occasional controversy.
There are many worthwhile issues hidden in the vast
wasteland that are more deserving of television coverage than
the typical deluge of programs that put the "boob" in boob tube.
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DanWerilekf
Former Student Treific
Court Justice
The perking problem et this institution has caused much nuisance,
much wasted time, and no small amount
of rage among many members of the
university community, particularly
commuter-sticker people.
To others, particularly otvcampus
students without cars, complacent
faculty members, and Mr. Robert Ott's
ardent little band of meter maids, the
parking problem Is a slightly amusing
myth.
There is indeed a parking problem,
grotesque in Its proportion, extensive In
its ability to cause anguish, very
profitable for the coffers of the
University, perpetrated by an administrative sector that functions ineptly
at best (except perhaps In the imposing
and collecting of fines and fees), and
capable of solution by some fairly simple
and straightforward changes:
First, every available parking place
on University property should be so
designated and the No Parking signs
removed. This could begin today.
On-street parking is almost universally prohibited by the University at
present, although there are many places
where such parking would be both
feasible and practical.
Two such places are on the west side
of the Math-Science Building and in front
of the Union. In both locations there is
room for unimpeded two-way traffic with
cars parked on one side of the street.
Almost every member of the
University community who uses the
computer facilities must turn In and pick
up his programs In Math-Science, a
process that takes certainly less than IS
minutes and for which no parking place
is provided.
Putting up one hour parking signs of
that street would also serve to regulate
the currently random parking practices
of parents, pizza cars, and others who
sometimes clog Ridge Street. Ridge
Street is not three cars wide.
Such a move would result In fewer five
dollar parking tickets.
The situation at the Union should be
familiar to anyone on campus. Cars are
regularly ticketed for parking in a Fire
Lane. A one-hour parking zone on the
east side in front of the Union, would clog
no more fire trucks than the current
parking on both sides does.
Such a move would result in fewer five
dollar parking tickets. It would amount
to better service to the University
Community.
Second, a parking place is a valid
commodity. The user should pay according to:
a) the supply-demand
situation for that parking place, b) the
original maintenance costs of that
parking place, and c) the degree to which
that parking place or lot could benefit the
University if it were used for some other
purpose, such as classroom.
Anyone who gets the privilege of
parking on a paved, well-guarded
parking lot in a high demand area should
pay, and pay more than those people pay
who are assigned to muddy lots subject to
vandalism a quarter mile or more from

the Inner campus.
This means faculty under our current
lot assignment situation.
This has been protested from many
angles over the years by enough faculty
members to maintain their free parking
privileges in the best lots.
But if enough faculty members would
apply the modes of Inquiry upon which
their disciplines stand to their personal
lives, a fair system of payment for
parking could be worked out.
At most large universities, faculty
members pay upwards of $30 a year for
parking privileges In one specific lot.
Third, a parking garage should be
built near the inner campus, perhaps
behind Hanna Hall, and built now, before
construction costs rise any higher.
There is just not enough flat land
parking near the inner campus.
It is true that thereare not now sufficient funds for that project. But if
faculty were assessed 130 a year for their
perking stickers, such a project could
probably be financed.
Fourth, reserved parking should be
done away with for all but those people
who have physical disabilities or similar
problems which Justify such a privilege.
Currently every space in the lot next
to the Music Building Is reserved for
someone.
Such reserved spots often lie vacant
while people who could use them ride
around looking for a parking place.
Fifth, all metered lots should be open
to anybody with a car and a nickel.
Parking meters In the same lot should
deliver the same amount of time.
Currently students may park for a
half hour (too short to go to class) in
about ten meters in front of the Men's
Gym.
This Is the only place near the inner
campus where student can legally park
for any amount of money. Most of the
peak hours find them filled with cars
apparently belonging to visitors.
Again, parking is a commodity and
should be distributed according to cost,
not status.
Sixth, during all basketball games,
concerts, and other week-night events
which draw large crowds, the Campus
Security Officer posted at the entrance to
the library parking lot (lot N) should be
directing all nonreglstered cars to the lot
behind the Health Center.
This would make lot N available to
University persons who are on campus to
use the library or the classrooms.
That lot behind the Health Center
should at the same time be designated an
Official Event Parking Lot, and all
nonreglstered vehicles assessed a SO cent
fee. Such a fee could go into a parking
garage fund.
Seventh, the ability of firefighttng
equipment to get near University
buildings should be realistically assessed
by some other agency than Parking
Services.
Currently they have several areas
designated Fire Lanes, but not one Is so
marked (many do not even have No
Parking signs). Tickets are Issued to
people who park there, except of course
University maintenance trucks, which
are often left unattended with impunity
for hours at a time.
Those areas currently designated fire

-our man hoppi

the new army - no privates
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
"I think the only way to get an allvolunteer Army," F. Edward Hebert,
chairman of the powerful House Armed
Services Committee said thoughtfully the
other day, "is to draft it."
Congressman's Hebert's plan for a
volunteer Army requires a great deal
more study. It might be fitting for the
Army to recruit volunteers in traditional
Army fashion:
"We need three men to volunteer for
the Army," says the Draft Board
Sergeant,"you, you and you. That's an
order!"
But what Congressman Hebert and
virtually everyone else Is overlooking is
the fact we already have a volunteer
Army. No fewer than 11 million men in
the U.S. Armed Services are genuine
volunteers. Less than one million are in
uniform because of the draft.
Now that Mr. Nixon Is going to end the
war before the 1372 elections, one way or
another, surely 2.1 million men are
enough to defend our shores In
peacetime. So, you see, we already have
all the volunteers we're going to need.
There's only one tiny, little problem;
surprisingly enough, virtually all the 2.1
million volunteers are either officers or
non-commissioned officers.
It thus appears we can abolish the
draft solely by abolishing the ranks of
corporal and private. But the question
immediately arises: "Can an Army
survive without its privates?"

Fortunately,
an
Interesting
sociological study entitled,"The Function of the Privates in a Peacetime Army," provides the answer: automation.
All that will be required, the study
shows, Is a relatively simple device that
salutes on command and picks up
cigarette butts. As presently designed, it
appears to be a sort of vacuum cleaner

let's hear from yoi
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask,
however, that guest columns not
be written in direct response to
any other published editorial
item.
Letters should be a
maximum of 300 words,
typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four
typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the
right to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with
respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and columns sliould
include the author's address
and phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 106 University Hall.

with an automatic pump handle.
A highly classified Army Ordinance
report indicates these devices, known as
ADX-lts, can be mass-produced with a
natty olive drab finish for less than $34.97
each. Upkeep would be minimal.
Nor would anywhere near a million
ADX-14s be required to replace the
million enlisted men we would be losing
by abolishing the draft. There Is no
reason, says the report, that up to 100
officers couldn't share one ADX-14.
"Snap to, soldier, and pick up those
butts!" each officer would cry on passing
by the device. Its pump handle would
salute tirelessly, its vacuum would hum
faithfully night and day, and Its two
glowing red lights would shine with
respect, admiration and dog-like
obedience.
Here Is precisely the ideal private
every army has long sought - never
disrespectful, never grumbling, never
questioning, always neat, strictly
regulation and quick to respond to a
simple command.
How happy any officer would feel to
be In the Army. How happy any draftee
would feel to be out of It.
The only remaining objection to
abolishing the draft has already been
raised: an all-volunteer professional
Army might endanger our traditional
civilian control of the military.
All that pieeervesusfrom this threat,
many feel, are the million civilians now
in uniform because of the draft
So we must now ask ourselves which
will provide more effective control over

our vast military establishment:
a
civilian In a private's uniform or the
ADX-14.
This deserves a great deal more study
- about as much as Congressman
Hebert's plan for a volunteer Army.

lanes which are not crucial In emergency
should be made Into parking areas or
streets, unless there is some other valid
reason for retaining a No Parking zone
besides giving the meter maids a chance
to give some tickets.
Those areas which are truly
necessary for fire lanes should be clearly
marked as such. Any vehicle found
parked there should not be ticketed, It
should be towed, including maintenance
trucks.
Eight, the entire administration of
University Parking Services should be
thoroughly overhauled.
Recently at least five viable parking
places behind the Graduate Center were
reclasslfied as a no parking zone.
Mr. Robert L. Ott, in charge of
Parking Services, and listed in the
directory u ,ADM SPECIALIST, informed this reporter that he had made
the decision to put up the no parking
signs.
Mr. Ott is theoretically responsible to
Mr. A. Inghram Milliron, director of
Auxilary services; however, Mr. Milliron
cannot be expected to adequately
supervise parking services. Auxilary
services entail dormitories, dining
halls, campus stores, the union, the golf
course, bookstore, laundry, athletics,
bake shop, health services, telephones.

office services, concessions, the Ice
arena and transportation in addition to
parking services. This has grown Into a
very cumbersome thing to direct
There seem to be too many cumbersome administrative structures on
this campus. Generally speaking, they
give rise to little tin autocrats who make
decisions affecting many people, while
being responsible in fact only to their own
self-interest.
This can be as petty as a secretary
who will not give out information to
people she doesn't like, although they can
demonstrate every right to that Information. It ranges through Placement
Offices which refuse service to students
with funny accents.
It can be found in administrators who
wiU see no students. Thereare Just too
many decisions made by people
responsible to no one.
Ohio law clearly places the right to
make parking regulations in the hands of
the board of trustees. Here they are
made several echelons down, passed up,
rubber stamped and passed back.
Hopefully the administrative changes
currently under way in this University
will filter down to Parking Services, a
place where decisions are made arbitrarily that affect thousands of
members of the University Community.

news
Lerrers
interaction interjections
Last quarter The BG News printed an
article by student columnist Marcie
Taylor. In part the article complained of
the "frustrating" and worthless quarter
that her roommate and "all other
members of Project Interaction" were
experiencing.
Miss Taylor cited
unorganized administration on the part
of the project heads and participating
professors as the primary cause of this
frustration.
It is not only interesting, but
ludicrous, that a student completely
unlnvolved in a project such as Interaction can so conclusively condemn it
and its faculty participants. Strange also
is the omniscient attitude taken on by
Miss Taylor Is speaking for the entire
project group through her exclusive
opinion.
Project Interaction functions under

long lines
Have you ever tried to get into your
own free movies? Believe us, its almost
impossible. Surely there must be s
better system to show these because the
present one Is not worth a damn.
When there are two movies showing,
why can't you show them In two separate
rooms, and show each movie three times
a night? Why cant you set up s system
for orderly lines that don't turn into
cattle stampedes?
"There must be solutions to alleviate
these problems. I'm sure there are many
students who would appreciate your
consideration.
Claudia NochU
Karen Peters
SISProut

conditions much less structured than the
traditional classroom environment. The
student Is expected to have greater
Initiative; and fewer restrictions are
hoped to bring about greater creativity
and thought on the part of the participating members.
This type of educational environment
is aimed at the mature student who can
accept the lack of structure and who
realizes that not being told exactly what
to do every moment can create rewarding experiences. To the less mature
stjdent, this type of system may appear
to be a lack of organization and would
certainly be a frustrating experience.
This, however, is not the student who
should be participating in Project Interaction.
We regret that Miss Taylor took it
upon herself to speak so errtngly for the
entire Project Interaction group. Project
Interaction is an experiential program
aimed at producing more qualified and
fully prepared teachers. It definitely Is
not disorganized, although nontraditional in its teaching methods.
Judy Sullivan
James H. Fen tress
Herman H. Miller
Clifford Patterson
Dan Center

end others

keep 'em comin'
Mark Levineand I would like to thank
Dale Casper and others who have taken
the time to comment on our music
column. It Is gratifying to know that
someone actually reads it.
Keep them cards and letters coming
folks!

'...AMD THIS I DO WILLINGLY FOR MY COUNTRY'S GOOD!'

R. Serge Denisoff
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Job hunters get help
ByScettScredaa

N.w.pholo by Dov. ClorocM

Few of us can resist a blank wall that begs to be written on. but this
graffiti has some important implications considering recent
demands by the theatre people for funds.

Graffiti

Board candidates speak out
BILL OUDSEMA, junior
• From page 1.
(A4VS), said. "My first Job
He pointed out the main would be gathering inissues facing him would be the formation to see what students
board's "runaway power with want changed." He emmoney," general academic phasized grassroots work
policies, and social policies. before the meetings to explain
He added further negotiations student opinions to the board.
He wanted to have the
on turned down proposals
would be the only way to get original election upheld
"because it cost the student
the board to change.
ELAINE
FORTNEY, body $1,000." he said.
senior (ED), and student body
secretary, said the students
WILLIAM B. ACHBACH,
should set their own social junior (ED), said, "I don't
policies. She also said the think the office has any power.
campus
needs
another The personality of the inrepresentative of student dividual holding the office will
make the difference."
views.

NOW!

Get in shape ft

Complete New Salon for Women Cnly
Open 6 Days a Week
Fri. 9-9, Sat 9-4
Student Special

In the first election, feels that
the board operates in the
interest of the student body as
much as they can with the
information they have. He
characterized his job as one of
informing the board of student
feelings.
"The person elected has to
create the effectiveness of the
office. He must win over the
board and gain their respect,"
he pointed out.
James F. Casey, Junior
(BA), withdrew his application and was not present.

He plans to solicit student
opinion through polls and
visitations to dorms. He also
does not think a voting
membership on the board "is
absolutely vital to the position
but I would not be against It."
Student
finances,
academic appeal, and the
student code are the issues
Achbach thinks will be the
most important facing him If
elected.
RICHARD
PLASKETT,
junior (A4S), and a candidate

RELAX IN 'ROCKING CHAIR* COMFORT!

Cinema!

The Placement Office will
initiate two new programs this
spring in a last-ditch attempt
to secure employment for
graduating seniors, in addition to continuing another
program providing juniors
with early information about
the job market.
The first of the new
programs, a Jobs Crisis
Seminar, is to be held April 15
from 7 pjn. to 9 p.m. In the
forum of the Student Services
Building.
According to Mike Kuhlln,
Placement Assistant, the
seminar will be a "very
specific program for seniors
who feel stalemated, mat la,
those that have been looking
for jobs during the year and
have been rejected."
The seminar will consist of
a one-hour general session
presenting
any
job
possibilities that remain, and
may Include video-tape interviews to be sent to employers.
The program will then
break down into Business
Administration, Arts &
Sciences, and Education
groups to add any further
information about specific
fields.
A second program In-

volving only placement
members will begin on May 1
and continue until July. A
team of two placement
members will travel around
the state and visit employers
on the spot in an attempt to
advertise BG seniors who
have not found jobs, and
search for vacancies available
to qualified candidates.
Kuhlln said as far as he
knows this program and the
Jobs Crisis Seminar have
never been attempted at any
other university.
Another program, this one
for Juniors, will be held on
April 26,27,and 28. During this
session the Placement Office
will explain the job market
and collect registration information of its "Preference
Preview," a book sent to
employers giving information

Jackets
Belts
Flares
Bells
Leotheis

about candidates seeking Jobs.
"The book intends to break
down the major interests of
the candidate," said Kuhlln.
The book makes available
for the employer his candidates' work preferences and

geographic preferences as
well as marriage and draft
status.
Kuhlin said Bowling Green
is the only school to prepare
such a book at the undergraduate level.

Legislature receives proposal
for University improvements
University Hall may get its
face lifted next year if a
capital improvements
recommendation for state
universities passes through the
Ohio legislature.
The proposal, drawn up by
the Ohio Board of Regents,
would allocate $1.5 million for
utilities and building maintenance at all Ohio state
universities. Assistant to the
President Richard Edwards

said.
"A possible major project
would be University Hall,"
Edwards added, during the
1971-73 biennlum.
The proposed recommendation also provides for a
$5 million fine arts complex
for the 1973-75 biennium.
All monies are part of the
overall 1971-77 capital improvement plan for state
universities.

And Other Seat Covers
is now open
11-10:00 daily
at

Girls And
Giys

Stadium Plaza

°osters

shirt*
Vests
Incense
Cords

HOT PANTS
Art li

NORMAN MAILER'S

MAIDSTONE
APRIL 1,2,3 (TH,F,SAT) 7 & 9 105 HANNA $1

SHOPPING CINTlR Bo
71 OpooMif B G S U Football Sr

S-P-E-C-l-A-L
T

#2) Engoge>me>nii for oil *jrt>»

SWINGERS!!!!!!!!
Cne month program
3 Visits plus 1 sauna
per week
Only $10.50

Call 354-7271
NOW!

WED. & THU. - APRIL 7-8

JoanBaez
David Harris
"Cany it #n."
Em sings the titlt song I
and a dozen more. —I

J«[Mi, JW.

1080 S. Main

-Big N Plaza Bowling Green, 0.

Easter Parade
of Savings
ANNUAL SALE
April 3rd thru April 10

20% OFF

I^Misf
Now ia your chance to stock
up on all your favorite Beauty
Mist styles and colors at once
a year sale prices. Beautifully
fit sheerness and wear are
yours at a 10 per c«nt savings.
What could be nicer?

Raa,$1.7S
Now 1.19 3 "r. ..IS
R.„. $2.00
No-$\5» 3 Pr. 4.75
PoMy Ho..
ALoCo-oo
By Burlington
S.v.rol color.
and otylo.

NOW

y7 PRICE

Oh - we could talk
of our nearly-endless

stocks. We could mention the
unlimited variety of colors.
the denims and patterns and
corduroys. But. if it's all the
same to you, we'd rather convince
you of our jean-ius by citing the strictly
limited quality standards we set, when
obtaining your favorite pants. Stock upl
Only the best for us - and you I

Sale starts Sat. April 3.
So stock up

.OLONY HOUS1
518 E. Wooster

&fje Ben
««**Lhnrne»
Charge Accounts Welcome
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Leaders call program success

'Black Gold' enters second quarter
By Kristin* Hufford
Black Gold, a black culture
seminar program created in
January, is scheduled to
continue throughout the
spring quarter.
Seminars will feature
speakers and discussions
concerned with Job opportunities for blacks, Justice,
black history, politics in South
Africa, black efforts for unity
and black sports opportunities.
Black Gold participants
Andre Marshall and James
Taylor viewed the program as
a success and Intellectually
stimulating.
"I thought the program
was beneficial politically,
economically and culturally,"
Taylor said.
"Politically because the
speakers offered guidelines
and political procedures to
make blacks more aware of
black standings in society," he

continued.
"It was economically
beneficial for it made us
aware of black standings in
society-our chances of success with college degrees," he
said.
Taylor quoted BUI Coaby's
statement that black history Is
"lost, strayed and stolen."
Taylor added that the
Black Gold programs helped
him to become aware of the
black man's cultural past.
"Black people have to
piece their cultureal past any
way they can," he said.
"Black Gold provided that
link to me."
"The assumption of whites
that the program Is for Just
blacks Is Incorrect," Marshall
commented.
"This is an excuse due to
what they have inside them
making them feel uneasy to
come to the programs," he
added.
Marshall said the group did

BOWLING
LEAGUES
Men: Tues. April 13
7:00
Code: Wed. April 14
7:00

Sign up
individually
or couples
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NOW SHOWING

sored Jointly by the Ethinlc
Studies, Alpha Phi Alpha,
Kappa Alpha Phi, Omega Psi
Phi, Delta Sigma Theta, Alpha
Kappa Alpha and the Black
Student Union.
"We nope for a bigger
turnout from all the student

body and faculty," Marshall
said.
The first program is
scheduled for April 4, from 2-4
p.m. In the Amanl, and will
feature Ennie Jones from the
Black
Placement
Employment Center In Cleveland.

Aftershocks jolt LA
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Two
more aftershocks Jolted the
earthquake-Jittery
San
Fernando Valley yesterday.
There were no reports of new
damage.
The valley, one of the most

populated areas in Los
Angeles, was the center of the
Feb. 9 quake which caused 64
deaths and damage estimated
as Ugh ss $1 billion.
Since then there have been
more than 220 aftershocks

Ice Horizons stars champions
Ice Horisons 1971, the the U.S. Senior Pairs a few
fourth annual ice spectacular weeks ago. In addition, Miss
presented by the Bowling Mllitano will skate the solo
Green Skating Club, will take number which won her the
place Friday, April 16 at 8 title of U.S. Junior Ladies
p.m. and Saturday at both 2 Champion.
Also performing will be a
and 6 p.m., at the University
13-year-old David Santee, the
Ice Arena.
Mark Beck, a skating youngest skater ever to win
professional at the University, the U.S. Junior Men's comchoreographed all the num- petition.
bers In the show, and directs
With more than 500
the cast of 250 performers, all costumes, and elaborate props
members of the Bowling and scenery Bud Lane,
Green Skating Club, the general chairman of Ice
University Skating Club, and Horisons 1971, estimates
the Bowling Green Junior production costs for the show
SKating Club.
will amount to almost $12,000.
According to Lane, the goal
Featured in the show Is the
brother and sister duo of Mark of the program Is to "provide
and Melissa Mllitano, who will scholarships for skaters at
Green
State
perform the numbers that won Bowling
them the runner-up position in University and to help defray
coats for members to compete
In regionals and hopefully
aHUByHKEEUBUSUB
nationals in 1972."
Tickets for the show are
available at the skate shop
ticket window in the Ice Arena
between 8 a.m. and 10 p.m.
BE uauavudfl
daily.

#9
needs art

i£ isanello s
203 N. Main

Eva. nt 7:35, 9:25--Sot. & Sun. continuous from 2 pm

(i

not depend on white participation for success of the
program. The seminars help
blacks to become more aware
of their standing in the outside
world, "something we don't
receive In the academic
world."
The seminars are spon-

0«W*.flQ Green, Ohio

FRUITIIY BEAUTIFUL MOVIE!

Hawtahata by Dova Elbracht
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WASHINGTON (AP) Rep. Paul Findley said today
(he FBI informed him it had
conducted an investigation of
the peace group which relays
mail between prisoners of war
in North Vietnam and their
families.
Findley, (R-Ill), said the
FBI told him the investigation
was made to determine any
possible violations of the
Foreign Agents Registration
Free Raincoat*

IN OUR PORTABtE OVENS

"SALE ON"
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Brace up folks, the monsoon season has struck once
again. These damp students were only some of the
many who got caught in the "liquid sunshine." Even
the thoughtful few who remembered BG's changeable
weather pattern were outwitted by the rain that can
never seem to make up its mind as to which direction
it's coming from.

POW mail relay group
under FBI investigation

Free Raincoat*
Mr. Mushroom Says:

FREE Delivery

Mr. MitifM kit Mvtr sjitrts
attained Joiie* van ftensianji

strong enough to be felt
without quake-detecting instruments.
One at 7:03 a.m. yesterday
registered 3.7 on the Richter
scale. There was a 2.7 Jolt at
3:48 a jn.
A stronger aftershock
Wednesday morning Just
before 7 a.m. caused damage
in some areas and although it
was far from the 6.6 strength
of the Feb. 6 quake, it was The
quake for some.
"I was much harder hit this
time than on Feb. 9. The
damage then- about $2,500
worth was mostly outside the
house. Cracks in the stucco, a
block wall collapsed," said
Hal Sander of Northridge.
"This time, the inside of
the house was wi .ked. It
toppled over three television
sets and broke them all. The
glass doors broke. A china
cabinet full of my wife's
crystal fell over on the dining
room table."
Damage was reported to
300 buildings, mostly minor,
and six persons were treated
for minor cuts after the 6:52
a.m. tembler.
It was rated at 4.0 on the
seismograph at California
Institute of Technology and S.O
at the University of California
at Berkeley.
Another aftershock, with a
3.0 reading, was recorded at
5:54 p.m., but no damage was
reported. The Richter Scale is
s logarithmic scale that
measures energy released by ,
quakes. It does not measure
damage. However, anything
over 7.0 Is classed a major
quake.
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Act and was terminated last
December without any
prosecution.
The mother of an American
POW testified before a House
Foreign Relations subcommittee earlier this week
that an FBI agent had visited
her and warned her to nave
nothing to'do with the Committee of Liaison with
Families of Servicemen
Detained in North Vietnam.
Several other relatives of
POWs reported similar visits,
although they said they did not
receive the same warning,
and Cora Weiss, cochairman
of the liaison committee,
accused the FBI of harrassing

families to keep them from
contacting her group.
Findley said the FBI told
him a number of interviews
with POW families were
conducted last year on request
of the Justice Department, but
he said the FBI told him the
agents did not warn the
families against contacts with
the committee.
It was also learned Investigators for the House
Committee on Internal
Security were conducting a
similar probe and asking the
same questions about the
liaison committee at about the
same time the FBI investigation was under way.

Alpha
Sigma Phi's
Rush Party
Is
TONIGHT
7:00-10:00p.m.
At the
Everyone
House
Welcome

MlWaiM

Lickerish
Quartet
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Pettibone heads tutoring program

While Bryan gets help with a reading problem,
Sandra Mihelcic, junior (Ed.). has an opportunity to
practice education techniques in a tutoring program
at the Lucas County Children 's Center in Maumee.

Mutiml
muruai
benpf if «

1

project when the professor
started talking about his work
and asked for volunteer tutors
from among students in his
journalism classes. Offers of
assistance have also come
from non-journalism students.
The tutoring program is in
operation at the center every
evening, Monday through
Thursday.
Dr. Pettibone's first
tutoring assignment was with
a 17-year-old girl who needed
tutoring in a journalism

course. When she was placed
in a foster home, he turned to
help a 10-year-old boy with a
reading problem.
"It's good if a tutor can
stick with the same child each
visit," Dr. Pettibone said.
"This way, the child can see
that someone cares enough to
come every week.
Attachments are formed, and
the tutor becomes a sort of
family substitute."
"You'll find that an under
achiever being tutored like

ya'U'B'Q'a
M'mtti M'mtn Good!
NO>. SHOWING
Bo. Olln. op.n, at 6:45
F.atu r* ol 7: IS, ?:)S

TO THE NEW
IFC PRESIDENT

SUNDAY WORSHIP

this will sometimes suddenly
make progress with his
coursework," he added. "It's
sort of like the kid is saying
Show me you love me, and I'll
do it."
Located at 2500 River Road
in Maumee, the Lucas County
Children's Center is a home
for
approximately
330
dependent children of Lucas
County, few of which are
actually orphans. Many are
placed in the Children's
Center because conditions in

their own homes were not
desirable.
The children attend public
schools, most of them in the
Maumee School system. Dr.
McGinnis traces the trend to
be behind academically to
their former unstable home
life.
"When there are problems
in the home, the child tends to
worry about them, and has no
time left to worry about
school," he explained.

MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE
• 1,000 MONTHLY

Starting Salary SI,000 a month, bonus if
quolified.
Outstanding career opportunity (or
executive type man over 21.
Intensive 3 year training program leading
up to 5 figure income.
No traveling.
Complete office facilities.

CONGRATULATIONS

Save the News

10 A.M.
11A.M.
11:15 A.M.

Students
from the
University make up the
majority of a crew of volunteer tutors at the Lucas
County Children's Center in
Maumee, thanks to the efforts
ota professor who has become
a self-appointed recruiter for
the tutoring program.
More than 40 Bowling
Green students have been
visiting the Children's Center
once, and sometimes twice a
week to tutor children who are
having problems with their
schoolwork.
Their presence at the
center is due to the efforts of
Dr. John F. Pettibone,
associate professor of Journalism at the University, who
has been tutoring at the center
himself twice every week
since October.
"I wanted something
worthwhile to do," Dr. Pettibone explained. "So I called
and volunteered."
Students got involved in the

for his record

Fomily Worship
Adult
Forums
Second Worship Service

breaking 50 ft.
Balcony Run
Incognito??
The Gang

Fir9t Presbyterian Church
126 S. Church St.
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For interview Mr. Gregory Kehoe will
be at the Bowling Green Placement
Office
April 7, 1971 **ern
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

NOW LEASING
Married couples only
2 bedroom compfefefy furnished
Apts. available June 1, 1971
to August 31, 1971

ATTEND FREE
Heat and Air conditioning , Cable T.V., Washers,
Dryers, Carpeted

$150 per month

All Utilities paid except Electricity, No pets or
Children Please
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4 p.m. 'til 9 p.m. 1
OLD FASHIONED
PANCAKE SUPPER

1
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3 fluffy pancakes - fresh creamery butter 1
choice of syrup
coffee
Bmifl
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MONDAY
B^|
3 p.m. til 9 p.m. , M
All the spaghetti

spicy meat sauce
roll & butter
lit beverage
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For The 1st Time Ever...
• Work) Fimoui Evolyn Wood
Reading Dynamics orftn yosj
■ f roe JwpM of what it'* hk*
to bo ablo to road and study
much faster .

You'll hear what the faculty
member* of one of America's
foremost colleges says about
Evelyn Wood, and watch them
read-fa it'
We want you to decide for yourself the value of becoming a
Spead Readar. Evelyn Wood
style.
You'll find this Special Fraa of
far of increased reading spaad
to ba an exciting and unuaual
experience

1 M
■ ■
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For the first time we are offering
a Special Spaad- Reading Lesson to provide you with a
glimpse of what it's like to ba
able to read and study almost
as fast as you can turn pages
and you'll actually
participate in the technique*
that will improve your reading
and study spaad on the spot!

Free tnn urnm Lessons!
3:00-5:30-8:00 PM

Kgflfl

You'll !>•• why Presidents
Kennedy and Nixon invited
Evelyn Wood to the Whita
House to teach their advisor* and the Joint Chief* of
Staff how to read faster.

< You'll actually be taught how
to road and study faster during
the exciting Spaed- Reading
Lesson.

TODAY THRU MONDAY

you can eat

99c

&

You'll Increase Your'
Reading Speed
On The Spot!

Howard Johnson's — B. G.
East Wooster and I-7S

\ ALSO AT:
Holiday Inn — Maumee
Heatherdowns & Reynolds
Washington Church
3925 W. Central - Toledo

■ 265-2221

500 Boarf of Trade
Teleee, Okie 43104

Buildini
„

ctaaVsevaai HEADING DYNAMICS
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PUZZLE

80 Miles from capital

3 Slender.
Marshal.
5 Demonstrated.

By Norton Rhosdes

HNMUafala,

ACROSS

Rebels take Pakistani city
NEW DELHI (AP) - Rebel
forces in East
Pakistan
captured yesterday the key
city of Jessore 80 miles southwest of Dacca, the provincial
capital, newsmen returning
from the scene reported.
The Pakistan government
charged it has reports of
armed Indians infiltrating
border areas of East Pakistan
to Join the secessionist forces.
An Indian Foreign Office
spokesman in New Delhi
denied the charge.
"We went all over the town
freely," said a Swedish
reporter who returned to India
after visiting Jessore with
several other correspondents.
"There wasn't a Punjabi
soldier in sight. It is liberated,
or what-ever you call It."
Reporters said they saw
East Pakistan civilians cut
down at least 12 West Pakistan
businessmen with spears and
knives on the streets of
Jessore.
They said all businesses
were ciosed and no women or
children were in sight.

Bus loads of Bengalis from
rural areas were coming Into
the city to Join the fight
against the Pakistan army,
witnesses said.
The reports said forces
loyal to breakaway leader
Sheik
Mujibur
Rahman
battled for three hours with
Pakistan soldiers occupying
strategic points in the city of
about 300,000.
West Pakistani units, the
report said, retreated to a
camp about a mile from town
where they began shelling
suspected concentrations of
resistance fighters. Witnesses
said civilians had already
been evacuated and the artillery did little damage.
However, the official Radio
Pakistan
continued
to
maintain President Agha
Monhammed Yahya Kahn's
government had crushed the
rebellion.
"All major towns, including Dacca and Chlttagong,
and
the
entire
countryside in East Pakistan,
continued to be calm today
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control vast regions of the
province's rural areas.
In Washington, yesterday.
State Department spokesman
said dependents of all official
American personnel in East
Pakistan will be evacuated by

1.60
1.50
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VS. military aircraft. Preaa
officer Charles Bray said
private Americans in Dacca
and elsewhere
In
East
Pakistan also will be offered
facilities to leave on a
voluntary basis.

Irish Senate shelves bill
to legalize birth control
DUBUN (AP) - The Irish
Senate has side tracked a
woman member's bill to
legalize contraceptives, while
outside a group of women
chanted, "We shall not conceive."
Three
of
the women
climbed
through
an
unguarded window in a men's
room Wednesday night, attempting to take their protest
to the Senate floor, but
policemen grabbed them as
they emerged.
By an overwhelming show
of hands, the Senate voted to
shelve discussion of a bill
Introducted by Sen. Mary
Bourke Robinson to repeal the

1935 ban on the import, sale
and advertising of contraceptives.
The hierarchy of the
Roman Catholic Church,
traditionally a powerful voice
in the Irish Republic, has said
it would fight to maintain the
status quo as well as any attempt to legalize divorce.
Sen. Robinson, an attractive newly wed who Is a
law professor at Trinity
College, Dublin, Is a Roman
Catholic.
She and her cosponsor,
Sen. John Morgan, contend
that unity can never be
achieved
with
Northern
Ireland while the republic
clings to laws opposed by the

SUB-LEASE FOR SUMMER
$50 Per-Person Per-Month
4 Man riooms, 1'jBath, Air
Conditioned
Walking Distance of Campus

CALL 352-0321

Values to

r...,.ip

and there is no report of any
incident," the radio announcement said.
Other reports from along
India's 1,349-mile border with
East Pakistan, however,
indicated Mujib's forces still

Protestant majority In the
North.
Sen. Thomas Mulllns,
spokesman
for
Prime
Minister Jack Lynch's Fianna
Fail party, said the government would consider introducing its own bill, but
accused Sen. Robinson of
approaching the Issue In a
"schoolglrlish, irresponsible"
manner.
About 20 women, some with
their children, demonstrated
for 30 minutes outside the
Parliament building, chanting, "We shall not conceive"
to the tune of "We Shall
Overcome." Police were
called out when about a dozen
women pushed past guards
and made for the building, but
three women gained entry
through an overlooked window
in the men's room.
One of the women who got
in was Malrin de Burca,
secretary of the nationllst Sin
Feln-Ourselves Alonemovement, who last October
threw an egg at President
Nixon during his visit to
Ireland.
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e.g.

ti Kavajo hut.
7 Greasy.

(Ml Misplace.
01 Miami's
county.
81 Colors.
I>3 Hicil.
DOWN
| Pasture
sounds.
2 Piece of
land.

8 Direction.
9 More virile.
Ill I'irkiiiK up
the cheeks.
11 Remnants.
12 Kxit.
13 Kind of
machine.
21 Monkey*.

43 Mohammed
44 I'ours out.
40 Overhearing
47 Potato.
48 City with a
phenomenon.
49 Made sure of
■ ill F.mploy.
51 Chirauo

district,

32 AIMS.
34 — -stock.

52 (iaelic.
53 Acorn.
50 Capek play.

37 VeoUtatlna.
41 Sect.

18 Leerer.
19 Holy Riimaii
1

emperor.
211 Rusticate.
22 BeginninK24 — and
closed.
2.) One against.
20 Irritated.
29 of necessity.
33 Actor Jack,
and others.
34 Poker term.
33 Crane: Fr.
3(i Indian
nurse.
37 Bush.
3H Fish.
39 Measure.
40 Pintail.
41 Boola or
rail.
42 Heady.
44 Visitors.
45 Ancient
wolf-hound.
40 Onion, e.g.
47 Flan.
511 Indians, to
the early
settlers.
54 Kind of type.
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56 Gaelic,
57 legends.

C Field Enterprises Inc

58 Secondhand.
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REVENGE III

23 Amerind.
25 French
painting and
sculpture.
M Winner.
27 Seascape
artiat.
HWinaed.
29Tookoir.
:ill Kvcns.
31 Crescent.
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yesterday's cryptogram: Uproar continues
until police ears roar up.

by Hr.ni parlor and Johnny hart

/IWP
N
/ tbo vVHAr
I WtJUUP HAPPB*
If Itxj <£PT
\
tSTnVtUNtf!

90 mile Road Rally
sponsored by
BGSU Sports Car Club

BOWl INI". ' REEN - TEL 352-0265

r->tt, ,* .

EXCLUSIVE. EXTENDED AREA RUN

Held Over 8th aid Final Week!
Potitivaly Ends Tue. April 6
Fv.. - 7:30.0:30 - So.. & Sun.

MM.

ms

SUN. APRIL 4

CLaSSIFIED

2. 3:40 5:30

award
7 Academy
nominations!
FOR 1970
•Best Picture
•Best Actor
'Best Actress
"Best supporting
Actor
•Best Director
'Best Screenplay
•Best Musical
Direction

Registration at
12:30 p.m.
at the lc« Arena

TROPHIES

Love Story"

CAMPUS

CALENDAR

FOR

rrlday, April t, 1*71

MCIUBS

Apt. to sublet summer 2 man
at Greenvlew Good deal. Call
353-4*43

l.'AO (aeipe* Msvle Friday
-Whatever Happened to
Baby Jane" • k 11; "Torn Curtain" 1:90. SATURDAY
"Torn Curtain" < k 11; •• Whatever Happened to Baby
Jane" 1:90. Both nights also BGSU Collegiate film "To
Europe with Low"

Trailer, 2 bedrm . across from
McDonald, Sp. Quart. 3547345 after 5:00
1 BR. Frunlahed Greenview
Apt. Summer Qt 3324641

BGSU Sesrls Car Oak. Ice Arena, Regutrstion 12:30 pm
M mile Road Rally. Mama of ire Rally-Revenge ID

Pienoo-eioi

Tke Caaaaaa Bridge Oak will hold • Duplicate Match
Sunday. April 4 in the Ohio Suite of the Union Play starts
promptly at 1:90and is open to all bridge players

University Karate Cksk, Dogwood Sulla of the Union from
7-tpm

LOST

NEWLOVE APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
Leasing September 1 to June 15 ...
$65.00 each student

rFJlSONALS
Black cat with red collar, lost
In Grn. Apt Area REWARD Fln-N-Fslcon Scuba Club wlU
354*475
meet Men., April 12. 7:3* pm
River Room INSTEAD of Sun
FOUND: Girl's Glasses and April 4. Bring Fla Pictures
case, starch 16, 3rd floor, and slides, etc. Patch* an in
Uare. Hall 351-7796
Anyone la welcome

nusrNsas
Leasing September 15 to June 15 ...
$70.00 each student

» HOWARO e mm mm rn.itR ftoductw
John Marley & Ray Milland ,58 sou ltfc«g
HOWARD GMINSKY DWD60T0EN FRANCIS I A) immmKM
BeVats.-

191.

S-P-E-C-l-A-L
2 Doys only— Wed-Thu-April 7-8
A movie full of young people who discuss
proselytizing for drugs and stx
Joan Baei
David Harris
"CARRY IT ON"
COMING Ml, APRIL ?
WINNER OP S ACADEMY AWARDS
"MV PAIR LADY"

Each Apartment Includes:
Two bedroom
Carpeted and drapes included
Approximately 31 feet of storage
Coppertone stove and matching refrigerator
Separate air-conditioning and heating systems
Gas, water, sewage furnished
Four persons each apartment
All buildings are new
Located three blocks from campy
NEWLOVE REALTY
328 South Main
Phone 353-7331 or 352-5161

OPPORTUNITIES

Alpha CtU congrata to Jan
Ireland on bar ATO pinning

Future Teachers Only-Dont Come Grow With Us CaU 2be OBe of the 300.0*0 educators 90*1 Counseling Cenfcr »
without a position neit year
Student Services Bid*
Join many of your colleagues
aa-eady employed with Field HOW WOULD YOU UKE TO
Enterprises
Educational BE FREDDY FALCON? Sign
Corp.
Exceptional op- up In 416 Student Sendee*
portunities available with Building Friday is the last day
I of World Book
to
sign up
Eip. Babysitter available
nights. Apt* Weekends- Call
Jerry
2-U60
1 pm rrMay,
April a, Ohio Bureau of Cmplaymaat Pleas, be prompt

New alr-cond. apl -Summer
easy walking distance Hurry
and
call
352-7764
Apartment for Summer-4man air conditioned** ST
Inexpensive Call 352-7050
Air Conditioned 2 man
Oreenview Apt. Needed 2
subletters for summer caU
352-7439
Apartments available for
summer rentals only. Vary
near campus Phone 352-7365

FOUND

VATANs Import * Gifts baa
moved to a new location: 166
N. atalaFraacoffee*cookies
Big— t, „,„ _
_
c<»w*»ts»»tteB. Kathy

summer rates Inquire at
Office 214 Napoleon Rd 2pm6pm Mon-Sat

RENT

Saleme-aliving thaatro production tryouU Wednaaday,
April 7, 1:90 - 7:00pm Forum-Student Services Bids

Is Still A

AliMacGraw Ryan O'Neal

OR

Swing for the summer at
Greenvlew. 4-man across
from pool to sublet call 3525325 after 5:00

Saaday, April 4, Mil

put sims

8ALF.

Weasesi Track PracBc* on Monday. Tuesday 4 Thursday at 3:00. Open practice for all women at Women's
Bld( The room no. will he listed on blackboard ai you
enter bids

The "PriMnaa * Pea-sUel af Wasi a" wlU meet at
7:0*pm Sunday In Room 301 Moaley

nawMi

John on your APO pinning
Sue

Opening for 1 man in apt 331
Winthrop South 4-*pm 1st mo.
Three Bedrm Ranch Home for
a*M. Lg. Living Km. Family
no., Utility Rm. 2 car garage.
Call
owner
352-0434
4-man Furn apt. for sublet
summer qtr. 196 mo. caU 3526347
On* or two roommates needed
immediately Winthrop S. Call
SSJ-5O01
NEED A APARTMENT- One
roommate needed. University
Cta.
Call
352-6149
Summ. IM Winth. Terr, apt
Cheap 3544525
GREENVIEW APTS now
renting for SUMMER * FALL
snet two b. room. Pool,
Laundry. Rec room Special

Girl to share apartment near
campus 35.14965
Female Roommate needed for
summer Valentine Apts. 3520171
4 man-Newlove Sublease tor
summer across from Harshman 2-54M
Apt. to sublet summer
University Cta. air cond. turn.
Call 352-7313
SUB-1JSASE FOR SUMMER
$50 per-person per-month 4
man rooms, air-conditioned
m baths, walking distance of
campus. CaU 3524321

market JS3-4063
Red sunbeam Alpine A-l cond
372-1576
Warned a Bicycle .1450 Clough
Apt. E-7 or Call 372-1471
Must SeU: 85 Corvalr Good
Condition, Phone 352-93*5
19*3 Volvo Coupe-needs love
150 9744547 after I
1967 Dodje Dart M7S CaU 15062 Ask for Bob
For Sale-IMS Pont. Lemam
Bucket Seals. Console, Good
Condition 177. Call 3534464
after 6 pm
For Sale '44 Olds F-SJ Good
Body 3S24I07

Female roommate needed for
fall quarter 2-3971

Full coverage motorcycle
helmet needed. CaU 352-7111

One Bedroom furnished
spartment available in June.
Phone 3SJ49S5

HARLEV TRIMS, chopper
run* A-l, 3534M1

Furn. apt. available for
summer CaU 352-7251 NOW!
Urgent? Male roommate
needed immediately Call
Dave352-765»
Apt. for Summer lease, 3
roommates needed, Newlove
E Merry St., Great Location
CaU Tom 372-1141
Needed Now-two female
roommates for summer.
Spacious apartment two
blocks from campus. SSO
month plus electricity. CaU
352-7756 before 11 am or after
2:60 pm
NOTICE! apt. for 3 to sublease for summer at Winthrop
South. June paid! CaU 352-7042
3 bedrm Varsity Sum. sublet
166-month local phone 4 all
utilities paid alr-cond. furnished 3524374
Sailboat, 17 V Folboat, surfer,
use for fishing, hunt, canoe,
positive Flotation, nils,
paddles, can top carrier,
exceeds any canoe on the

have something to say?

63 TR-4 New starter A top 1300
Ph 352-7623, 210 S. Gran
For Sale Classical Guitar good
cond. 150 BUI 371-4034
YOU can afford this car. 15
Plym. Fury. Runs great looks
like hall Beat offer over tin
354-7534 after 3
For Sale One pair of snow skis.
Jerry Borer 3
For Sale - mini-refrig. almost
brand new Larry 355*6*1
Beat Offer! Mini-Frig Rentals
115 per quartar.CaU 353-7360
Stereo cassette player for car
Must sell Beat offer 351*352
before 5
Home Economist
Singer Sawing
Model 620 Golden
Sew Call 3524673

must sell
Machine.
Touch and
after 4pm

MOTORCYCLE' 4 sale 1167
harley-dsvidson SPRINT
tStcc MINT CONDITION!
COME SEE! ItMH E.
Wooater or-caU 363-4*41

TRY
CLASSIFIEDS
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Computer registration set
• Krom pair 1.
Also, the administration
will be able to tell which
departments need more
professors when money is
available for additional
hiring.
Mrs.
Marie
Hodge,
assistant dean of the College
of Business Administration,
pointed out that often the
reason a student is closed out

N.

of a class is not because of
registration problems, but
simply a lack of an adequate
staff to teach the needed
courses.
"IT IS A FALLACY that
there is a surplus of college
teachers today. In essence,
the problem is not having the
right people for the right
Jobs," Mrs. Hodge said.
"Hopefully the new system

hit outposts again

Associated Pr*«s WlrvpKoto

Ohio Attorney General William J. Brown tells newsmen in
his Capitol office Wednesday that two suits have been filed
charging pollution of the Cuyahoga River at Cleveland. One
suit charges Metals Applied Inc. with discharging 4,000
pollutants gallons of acid per day into the river. International Salt Co.
is charged with dumping 24 tons of salt per day into the
river.
P
*
,
Bottled

Party unity theme
of Moscow meeting
MOSCOW (AP) - Soviet
leaders stepped up attacks
Wednesday on Red China's
"left wing revisionism" and
on other threats to international
Communist
collaboration, and unity
emerged as a dominating
theme of the 24th Communist
Party Congress.
Foreign Communist
delegates reported that
speakers at the second session
of the Congress, including two
members of the ruling Soviet
Politburo, took up the unity
theme and made no reference
to the offer Tuesday by the
party chief, Leonid I.

Brezhnev, of better relations
with Peking.
"The basic theme was
unity," reported a Western
European Communist.
"I
don't think they want to do
anything that would disrupt
that unity."
Brezhnev, in his keynote,
six-hour televised report to the
Congress, had rejected
"slanderous inventions
concerning the policy of our
party and our state which are
being spread from Peking."
He had balanced that
Moscow is "prepared in every
way to help not only to normalize relations but to restore

Court upholds strikes
against some railroads

neighborliness and friendship" between the Russians
and Chinese.
Some
sources
saw
Brezhnev's olive branch as a
device to absolve Moscow of
blame for renewed polemics.
In the closed second
session of the Congress,
Politburo member Pyotr
Shelest, the party chief of the
Ukraine; Pyotr Masherov, an
alternate Politburo member
and Grigory Romanov, a
Lenigrad party secretary,
lashed out angrily at China's
sort of revisionism as a
menace to Marxism.
Foreign delegates said
Masherov was the harshest of
the three and had criticized
"the disgusting formulas of
the Chinese leaders who,
describing themselves as
Communists, slander the
Soviet people."
The Chinese Communists,
who were not even invited to
send a delegation to this
Congress, have been blasting
the Soviet leaders recently
with revewed vigor as
"revisionist renegades."
The Chinese do not pose the
only trust to unity, and
speakers also attacked other
forms of "revisionism," including the sort attributed to
members of the Influential
Italian party.
Among the speakers at the
second session was Le Duan,
first secretary of the North
Vietnamese party, who was
the first foreigner to speak.

WASHINGTON!API - The mendations by emergency
U.S. Court of Appeals upheld boards, acts of Congress and a
the legality of good-faith presidential executive order,
strikes against selected three of the unions reached
railroads in nationwide agreement with the railroads.
The Transportation
bargaining Wednesday but the
ruling could hold off a walkout workers refused to go along
against two carriers for at and called the strike that was
least three weeks.
blocked by Judge Pratt.
There was no immediate
The Judgment by a threemember panel reversed a comment from the union on its
March 12 decision by District plans in light of the WedJudge John Pratt prohibiting nesday ruling.
a walkout by Transportation
The court emphasized its
Union workers on the opinion that any strike called
Seaboard Coast Line and in such circumstances must
Burlington Northern, two of be conducted in such a way as
170 railroads involved in a to exert good faith.
long-unsettled wage dispute.
The appeals court con» WMCWC MCMC ooaxa aecoMCs AN evexn
tinued the case under Pratt's
5 tht mv ac:
—^_^aa—rr;^faar ^" «wo _sou»
Jurisdiction and directed him
■BUMS
ajtSJUgfl
to police any strike or other
developments to assure the
IOUDO-S lerat MO
MOST (owonuu nwms
aim is toward a good-faith
I cum wui IO w«u scuum
'■> * w» cowtf i or iimirr miBtiuNXBit,
agreement between union and
ISKM ». A**... t. WtittMi l>
»'!. . 4711141 TOtlDO O.
operators.
The judgment put off the
A STORY OF YOUNG LOVE
AN ALL NEW VERSION
threat of a strike against the
'WUTHERINC HEIGHTS"
two carriers next Sunday
RATED "G"
midnight.
Aides of the Court of Ap"ONE OF THE YEAR'S 10 BEST"
peals said that, barring action
DUSTIN HOFFMAN
by the panel or approval of a
"LITTLE BIG MAN"
OSCAP
NOMINEE
- CHIEF DAN GEORGE
rehearing, the court's order
would go to Judge Pratt in 21
days, and that until then his
7 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS
BEST PICTURE - ACTOR - ACTRESS
preliminary
injunction
' 'LOVE STORY"
against a strike would remain
RYAN O'NEAL - ALI MocGRAW
in effect.
The current round of
controversy between the
railroads and four unions
ELECTRIC
IN-CAR HEATERS AVAILABLE
began last year.
After a
(OPTIONAL)
succession
of
recomB.O. OPENS AT 6 30

Bsr^a)

SAIGON (AP) - North
Vietnamese troops assaulted
South Vietnamese outposts
near the Laotian border in
central and northern sectors
Thursday
in
apparent
retaliation for Saigon's drive
on enemy supply lines and
bases in Laos. It was the third
devastating enemy attack this
week.
In Saigon, the U.S. Command reported SO Americans
lulled in combat last week, the
highest death toll in a month,
and 542 Americans wounded,
the highest in six months.
Figures for the previous week
were 54 killed and 335
wounded.
The stop-up in enemy action
came as a South Vietnamese
attach force returned from a
one-day raid on an enemy
base on the Ho Chi Minn trail
six miles inside Laos.
Latest reports from the
central highlands indicated
that fighting was still going on
for control of one of the outposts, Fire B ase No. 6, located
six miles east of the Laotian
border and eight miles southwest of the town of Dak To.
It marked the third major

enemy strike this week, with
the other two attacks made In
the northern sector of South
Vietnam below Da Nang.
Enemy troops on Monday
attacked the northern district
capital of Due Due, 25 miles
southwest of the Da Nang
base, killing or wounding 200
South Vietnamese civilians
and burning 1,000 homes
before withdrawing two days
later.

Cellist performs
Sunday evening
in Artist concert
Internationally-known * cellist Leonard Rose will
appear in concert Sunday at 8
p.m. in the Main Auditorium.
Rose plays a rare Amati
celli dating back to 1662. He
was formerly first cellist of
the New York Philharmonic
and has become one of the
most sought after virtuosos in
the world.
The concert is sponsored
by the Artist Series.
Admission Is $1.50 for adults and
$1.25 for students.

CENTRAL STAMP
CLUB
COLLECTORS DREAM
Nam* and address for details
P.O. Box 182
Station A
Toledo, Ohio 43605

computer aid
in new course
A course combining the use
of computers with historical
research is being offered this
quarter for the first time by
the history department.
Department Chairman Dr.
William Rock said the course
is being offered because of the
widespread use of computers
in compiling and analyzing
historical data.
Dr. James Graham, Jr.
and Dr. Don K. Rowney will
teach the course which carries
the title of "Introduction to the
Quantitative Analysis of
Historical Data".
The course is offered to
upper division and graduate
students majoring in history
and carries four hours of
credit

AT 7:30
ie's mean, rotten, thieving, a womanizer.
You're going to love Big Halsy.
'AiAMCx/J' ficriMS W$rNi$

ROBOT
MKHARJ.
REWORD
POUARD
litttehiusscmdBKHAISY

JL

-M.hNiMoi*c*->o«« trnmuMtam

AT 9:30
Nothing his been left out of "The Adventurers"
JC4CPHE.LEVINC PRESENTS
TUB LIW1S QILB4WTF1UI OF

THE ADVENTURERS

PHIL WOLFE, Junior
(B.A.), said, "I still dor.'t
think you'll get what you
want," while sophomore
(B.A.) Bob Burns said, "Since
it's going to save time, I'm all
for it."
Craig
McRedmond,
sophomore (Ed.), said "If the
computer gets hold of my
schedule, I'll end up with
Saturday morning classes,"
explaining that as a biology
major he is susceptible to
week-end classes, which are

On Sunday enemy sappers
struck Fire Base Mary Ann, 40
miles south of Da Nang killing
33 Americans and wounding
76.
The attack on Fire Base
No. 6 began at dawn Wednesday, with seasoned North
Vietnamese troops storming
the outpost after a rocket and
recoilless rifle barrage.
An estimated 2,000 enemy
troops drove the South Vietnamese from the base, but the
defenders spiked their arWASHINGTON (AP) - An
tillery pieces, a government Army spokesman said today
spokesman said, to prevent the sentence of life imthe North Vietnamese from prisonment at hard labor
using them. Later the two meted out to 1st U. William L.
companies of defenders Joined Calley "doesn't mean he'll be
with reinforcements and breaking big rocks into little
close-in fighting continued. ones."
There was no immediate
The spokesman said the
report from allied officials term "hard labor" Is "an
concerning U.S. advisers at archaic conception of what
Fire Base No. 6.
people used to think should
Along the Laotian border in take place inside prisons."
the northern province of
Current emphasis, the
Quang Tri, the North Viet- spokesman said, is on
namese laid down an Intensive provision of
"prisoner
rocket barrage against two education and leaching of
other South Vietnamese vocational skills which will
bases.

scheduled to handle the overflow of students.
"You may get the courses
you want," said Elaine Hiruo,
senior (Ed.), "but not the
profs, and that's equally
important." She added that In
her educational and major
courses she would prefer to
fight for a certain professor
than let the computer handle
the choice.
Freshman Sue Reitx said if
computerized registration has
worked at other schools it
should work here too.
"Everyone I know on the
computer system likes it," she
added. "And besides, It should
benefit me by getting
requirements filled."
McGeeln said that students
will receive information explaining the procedure In
detail prior to registration,
and next year will be able to
Judge for themselves its effectiveness.

Calley sentence implies
stress on rehabilitation
assist the prisoner in leading a
more useful life and becoming
a better citizen upon release."
Hard labor came into being
In the Army in 1873 when the
first U.S. military prison was
established at Ft. Leavenworth, Kan., he said, adding:
"Since those early days
there have been many
changes in the philosophy and
techniques
applied
In
correctional institutions."

GET YOUR
PERSONALIZED

M%
!J^J

INTERNATIONAL
WEEK

WITH
YOUR INITIALS

WELCOME
SPRING IN

A lovely pinky ring, so popular now, engraved wilh your
initials. Choice of talin or
polished finish.
In 10 at. Cold F,11 .d
Or Starling Sllv.r

$1.29 & engraving

HOUSE PARTY
tonight 8:00 to ?
Featuring "The Buck'

DILL
JEWELERS!

'A memorable, heart-warming 90 minutes
TOLEDO 471-1881

BOWLING GREEN

<a_^- -a> iw gS

y

'Who would believe history could be
so entertaining and enlightening?"
"I hope you will replay your special so our parents
might have the opportunity to see it."

DOMINOS
WEEK-END SPECIAL

WE'RE OPEN FOR
THE SEASON

FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY ONLY

however.
Many students interviewed
last quarter expressed
dissatisfaction with the
present
method
of
registration. Comments
about the ballroom system
ranged from "It's always a
pain," to "It provides a real
challenge."
Student opinion varies,
however.

April 19-25

CARTOONS AT 7: IS

History uses

will alleviate some of these
problems, but it is foolish to
expect a miracle cure," said
McGeeln.
An additional difficulty
seen by McGeeln is that
students will not know what
their final schedule will be
until they receive it through
the malls, rather than
knowing as soon as they
register. He felt that this was
far outweighed by the advantages of the system.

500 OFF
LARGE 16"
PIZZA
with this coupon
Name
Address-

(THE PEOPLE SAID IT ALL!
When it ran before, a
flood of letters and
telegrams came pouring
in almost the moment
"Swing Out Sweet Land"
was over.
We've printed a few
typical comments above,
partly to remind you
how special the show
was, but mostly to
make sure you're
watching again when ...

BUDWEISER

JOHN WAYNE

IN "SWING OUT SWEET LAND"

1

Thursday, April 8 8:30-10 P.M. EST HBC-T
(Chack lor local lima and station)

B*M on r. KM -TW ADVfNTUtRS by MABOLO KHMS

Offer expires April 5

•NHtusia auscH.

INC

. si

IOUIS
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BeeGees face stiff test
in Central Michigan
By Harold Brows
Sports Editor
The Falcon baseball team, hot on the
heels' of a 204) home opener victory over
Cleveland State, faces stiff competition
in the form of Central Michigan at Steller

N.w.(>holo by Bill Mcllttyr*

LonO Doll
" WWII

Hurler Doug "No-Hit" Bair turned into slugger Wednesday against
Cleveland State by rapping a home run in BG's 20-0 win. On the mound Doug
hurled five innings in giving up three hits while striking out seven and
walking six.

#

sporrs

Stickers upset,
face Chicago next
By Jack Carle
Assistant Sports F.ditor
The Bowling Green lacrosse team is
home for the first time this season
tomorrow against the Chicago lacrosse
Club.
The stickers dropped their opening
game of the year Wednesday at
Michigan, 5-3 Some weak play by the
midfield units led to the Falcons downfall
"They beat us on the midfield. Our
midfield defense broke down and we
missed (John) Brizendine," said coach
Mickey Cochrane.
At the present time first team nilAmerican Brizendine
has
some
grade problems but should be eligible
before the season is over.
Another problem for BG is the lack of
depth in all areas and that also hurt them
Wednesday.
The Falcons three goals all coming
from attackers. Sophomore I«if F.lsmo
had two and last year's leading goalgetter Bruce Correll had one.
Cochrane doesn't know anything
about the Chicago team but said "we will
be playing to improve ourselves
Saturday."
There was praise for the close defense
work of Tom Votsberger, Greg Reid and

Netters open home
season with tough
Ohio State Bucks
By Dan Casseday
Sports Writer
Coming off a 3-3 spring trip, the tennis
team faces one of its biggest challenges
of the season when Ohio State
inaugurates the home season at 1 p.m.
tomorrow.
The Buckeyes represent the beginning
of a rugged spring quarter schedule, and
their presence marks the first of a four
game home schedule at the Ice Arena
tennis courts.
Bowling Green lost to the Bucks 6-3
last year in Columbus, and a reversal of
that meeting against another strong Ohio
State squad could give the Falcons a
boost in the right direction.
As coach Bob Gill stated after the
spring trip, "Because of the inconsistencies of some of the players, the
next five matches will be a big factor. If
we win two of those five we'll have a good
season.
"We'll find out Saturday if we're
ready for the season."

Tom Sanders in the Michigan game. This
should be the unit to start tomorrow's
Kame.
In the goal will be Lauri Truevon,
making his first home appearance in a
Bowling Green uniform.
On attack will be Correll, Elsmo and
Steve Sachse. The midfield units are up
in the air because of the absence of
Brizendine but Rich Ueberfarb, Bill
Kalbfleisch, Sam Giarrusso, Art Curtis,
Terry Cameron and Barry Brandman
are expected to pick up the slack.
Coach Cochran- will be trying to find
some depth in Saturday's game and also
some scoring punch to take Brizendine's
place.
The world's fastest game on foot
starts tomorrow at 2 p.m. at Doyt L.
Perry field.

"Our main objective," says Keilitz,
"is to get an NCAA tournament bid."
Last year Central Michigan failed to get
a bid despite having one of the winningest
The Chippewas are under the records in the nation.
The Chips coach says he doesn't exdirection of first year coach Dave Keilitz,
who served the past five seasons as the pect to improve on last year's schedule
Chippewas freshman coach. During those but does believe this years schedule will
five years his frosh teams compiled a 64- enable them to gain nationwide
recognition if they do a good Job.
36 record.
Meanwhile, the Falcons are hoping
that they didn't burn themselves out with
Keilitz took over the coaching reigns a 20 run performance against Cleveland
from Waldo Sauter who retired last year State Wednesday. That game was never
after guiding the Chippewas to a 36-4 in doubt as the Falcons took a four run
record. Included on last year's schedule lead in the first inning.
were games with 12 major colleges, of
which the Chippewas won 11.
The Falcons tied their previous single
game hit output as they pounded
Cleveland State pitching four 15 hits. BG
also had 15 hits against St. Leo in a losing
cause.
The barrage against the Vikings was
headed by Tim Pettorini, Tom Bennett,
Greg Plant and BruceJRasorwho had two
hits each. The leading hitter is still Rod
Allen with 15 hits in 33 Dips to the plate
for a .454 average.
Pinch hitter Julias Livas came up
with two hits and one RBI in the late
Innings of Wednesday's game. Tim
Arbinger hit a triple also in a pinch hit
appearance.
Pettorini raised his average to .277
Bennett upped his average to .272 and
Rasor is now batting .200 with four hits in
20 trips to the plate.
The Falcons fielding was perfect
Wednesdaysomethingshich has not been
common in early games. Until the game
with Cleveland State, Falcon opposition
had committed only errors, but the
Vikings doubled that number.
Tomorrow's starting lineup will
probably be the same as in past games
with Bob Hill at first, Allen at second,
Gary Haas at shortstop, Bennett at third.
Plant right field. Pettorini in centerfleld,
and Ed I'latzer in left field. Starting
pitchers have not yet been announced.

Ruggers offer
'something different'
N.w.photo by BUI Mclnt,,.

Tired of watching conventional intercollegiate sports? Are you looking for
a new experience to expand your
horizons on a Saturday afternoon at dear
old
BG?
Tomorrow afternoon, the .wild and
wooley BG ruggers will host the Dayton
Rugby Club in the season opener for the
Falcons. The match starts at 1 p.m. at
the "Poe Ditch Memorial Rugby Field"
located in the northwest corner of
Sterling Farm.
Rugby is a unique and enjoyable
spectator sport for it offers all the hardhitting action of a "Superman" rerun and
the excitement of the Indianapolis 500
rolled into one.
The object of the game is to kick,
throw or carry a leather ball across the
opposing team's goal without letting
them do the same to you. A minimum of
rules and lone referee bars the match
from becoming a complete free-for-all.
Returning starters include Noel
Pallas, Craig Suevers, Archie Haynes,
Randy Milvin and Mike Bentz. Mike
Baltsell is the club president and Chris
F.ckenroad and William O'Malley are
captains.
Due to the large turnout of new
players this year, and the large number
of returning members, a "C" team has
been formed by the Rugby dub.
Tomorrow's first game will feature the
"B" and will be followed immediately by
the main event.
While the Falcons are opening their
season, the Dayton club is playing its
final match of the year. With this in mind
the ruggers are expecting a tough match.
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Somewhere in this conglomeration of baseball players is Falcon coach Dick
Young who gives his squad last-minute instructions before their clash with
Cleveland State. Whatever he said worked pretty well; the Falcons won J00, not even a bad football score.

N.-.,h... by H.I AniaM

The Bowling Green Volleyball Club put a
stop to this spike by a Ball State player, but
eventually lost the match in three straight
contests. Putting a halt to the blast are Fast
and Hopewell (L-R) white Benecke looks
on.

Sports briefs
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
GREENSBORO, N.C. AP - Opening
round of the 1190,000 Greensboro Open
guld tournament.

Layoff could hurt tracksters
in Kentucky relays, triangular
ByVinMannix
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling Green's track team has
bitten off a big piece of the action this
weekend, and they're hoping that they
don't gag on it when they hit the Kentucky Relays today, and scurry over into
Athens, Ohio, where they'll tangle with
OU and Kent in a triple dual scoring
meet.
Indigestion from trying to swallow
this double portion of competition may
result because of two reasons. First, the
Falcons didn't go on their planned spring
trip from which they wouldn've had three
meets under their belts to ready them for
this weekend the official opening of the
outdoor track season.
When he got the official word from
Bob Bell, the ex-athletic director, that
the spring trip had been scratched coach
Mel Brodt's biggest worry was the
detrimental effect that the spring layoff

would have on his team.
With a scoring meet right off the bat
before the season is even a week old,
Brodt admitted frankly, "We could get
waxed." Jumping right into a schedule
like this, the UK Relays one day, and the
OU-Kent-BG thing the next, with a
somewhat out of shape team is the stuff
that coaches' ulcers are made of, let
alone another reason for team "Indigestion."
The Falcons, particularly the four
mile relay team, and the distance crew
will be trying to offset that "empty
feeling," that is.when they start dealing
in Lexington, and Athens today and
tomorrow, they won't have their ace,
Dave WotUe.
"He's definitely going to be missed,"
said Bob McOmber, a Bowling Green
distance man. "You can always count on
him to win the mile, and the half mile, or
at least he'll place in the half."
Dave Wottle means sure points, and a

Spikers drop MIVA match

Thwarted

This season the Chippewas meet 16
major college teams and had a date with
the Kansas City Royals on their spring
trip.

Field tomorrow afternoon.
The Chippewas compiled a 9-1 record
on their spring trip which included some
of the same teams the Falcons faced on
their spring trip. Similar opponentswere
St. Leo, and Florida Southern. The
Falcons lost twice to St. Leo and once to
Florida Southern.

The BG volleyball team traveled to
Indiana last Saturday and dropped their
second league match to powerful MIVA
league Champ Ball State in three straight
games, 15-6, 15-9 and 15-12.
The third game of the match was the
Falcons' best and in the early moments
BG held a one point lead over the Cardinals. The Falcon defense couldn't
contain the Cardinal's effective "dinks"
and "Jap sets" and the game went to BSU
15-12.
The Falcons began play in the Ball
State Invitational Tournament paired off
against Ball State and Michigan in the
Red division.
In the second division were Indiana
Tech, Indiana and Purdue. The Ball
State loss was a league and tourney
match. The Falcons then took on the
University of Michigan in the second
tournament match, dropping the first
and third games, 15-2 and 154, and

winning the second 15-11. The Falcons
lost the match in the fourth game.
In the final games, the spikers played
the third place finishing team of the
second division for fifth place in the
tournament. Indiana won the first game
but the Falcons came back and won 154
and 15-13 to clinch fifth place.
"The tournament games gave us an
opportunity to experiment with different
offenses and defensive plans," said cocaptain Ivan Madar. "Once we finished
our Ball State match, we just played ball
with some players who hadn't played
before and tried different things," be
said.
Players in the second game against
Michigan included Steve Leader, Randy
Borden, Craig Heckman and Rod
Ebright
The Falcons face Indiana Tech today
and then travel to Columbus to play in the
fourth Ohio State IniviUtional match
tomorrow.

certain first or second place, things the
Falcons won't be able to count on with
him absent from the lineup because of his
myriad of leg problems.
The "one-two" punch of Wottle and
Sid Sink has been reduced to one sure
shot, Sink, and Brodt attempted to come
up with a complementary trio for the four
mile relay.
"He ran us in time trials this week to
determine at least a temporary relay
team," said McOmber, and there were
some surprises in the final results, he
explained.
"Danforth (Steve) got smoked and he
was on the four mile team last year.Sid
(in Wot tie's anchor spot), and Rich
Breeze second leg man, are back on it
again, and then there's Rich Schnittker
(third leg) who's a freshman and me."
Bob will run the lead off mile for the
Falcon quartet at today's Kentucky
Relays, and this will be a chance for him
to erase the memory of last year's embarrassment in Lexington in this same
race.
"I was the second man then, and we
weredoingok when I got the baton," Bob
recalled. "I ran a terrible race though,
and we were sixty yards behind when I
handed the baton off to our next man.
The race was over for us right there."
That was the last time Bob ran in the
four mile team which went on to national
prominence, winning the event at the
Kansas Relays, one week, and the Drake
Relays the next.
"Steve'11 be in shape quick, so he'll be
back on the four mile team before long,"
Bob admitted. "That leaves the fourth
man's spot which still isn't set yet, and it
looks like it's between me and Schnittker.
"Whoever runs the better time in his
leg this weekend will have an edge when
it comes time for coachtopick the fourth
man for the rest of the relay season."
Whatever the Falcon distance corps
does in Kentucky, they'll have to go on
mere than Just their "reserve power"
when they run in the triangular against
OU and Kent
"We're hurting for good depth which
OU and Kent haveinthe field, the sprints,
and hurdles," Bob said. "So we're going
to have to score as much as we can In
distance races if we hope to win the
meet"

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. AP -Ron
Swoboda, traded by Mets to Expos
Wednesday, says he's not bitter about
leaving.
NEW YORK AP -Kentucky Derby
favorite Hoist the Flag, his racing career
ended, undergoes successful surgery but
his chance of recovery is uncertain.
MIAMI AP -If Notre Dame's Joe
Theismann mades it in the National
Football League, Miami coach Don Simla
sees it as "the bargain of the year." for
Dolphins.

H»w»boW by Bill Mclntyr*

Falcon Rich Walker was
selected in the ninth round by the
Cleveland Cavaliars in the
recent NBA draft. The senior cocaptain was an all MAC second
team selection at guard and was
the 10th BG player to score more
than 1,000 points in a career.
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announcements
PSYCHOLOGY

COLLOQUIUM

Director of psychological
research at the Medfield Foundation, of Medfield State Hospital,
Mass. Dr. Theordore Barber will
be on campus Tuesday to present
three lectures.
At 2 p.m. In the Alumni Room
of the Union, Dr. Barber will
discuss "Pitfalls In Research:
Experimental Bias, Fudging and
Related Problems." Later In the
afternoon, at 4 p.m.. he will speak
on "Hypnosis, Suggestion and
Human Potentialities: A Hardheaded Approach," in the
Alumni Room.
Tuesday night, at t p.m. in 210
Math-Science Building, Dr.
Barber will lecture on "LSD,
Marijuana and Related Drugs."
The presentations, sponsored by
the psychology department are
free and open to the public.

SCOTTS ARE ORGANIZING
An organizational meeting for
a new group called the Scottish
Culture Society will be held
Wednesday at I p.m. in the PerryCrogan Room of the Union. All
students interested In Scotch
culture are invited to attend. For
further Information, phone 3723879.
WHO CAN EAT MORE PIZZA?
Bromfield Hall will hold its

annual pizza eating contest
Saturday from 9-9:30 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom of the University
Union.
Representatives from
each campus housing unit will
compete for first and second place
In both women's and men's
divisions. Winners will receive a
plaque for their unit, gift certificates and alka seltzer.
A dance featuring "The
Collection" will also be held from
t-12 p.m. in the Ballroom. Admission is 75 cents.

ANTHONY
LECTURE

BURGESS

TO

British novelist Anthony
Burgess, author of the recently
published book "MF", will speak
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. in 115
Education Building.
The author of 15 novels, including The Wanting Seed," "A
Clockwork
Orange,"
and
"Nothing Like the Sun," he has
also written five books of
criticism.
Mr. Burgess has been at
Princeton University this year
finishing a book on James Joyce
and touring the country, making
personal appearances on such
television shows as Dick Cavette
as well as speaking engagements
at colleges and universities.
His Bowling Green lecture,

sponsored by the English
department, is free and open to
the public
TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR
ICE SHOW
Tickets are now available for
Ice Horizons 1971 to be presented
by the Bowling Green Skating
Club April 18-17, at the University
Ice Arena.
Guest stars for this year's
production include Mark and
Melissa Mllitano, the brothersister duo who won the runner-up
position in the U.S. Senior Pairs
competition this year.
Miss
Militano, who also competes In
single competition, is the 1971 U.S.
Junior Ladies Champion.
Also starring is 13-year-old
David Santee, the youngest skater
ever to win the U.S. Junior Men's
Competition, and Kevin Bubp,
professional ice comedian with
the 1971 Ice Follies.
Performances are scheduled
for S p.m. April 16-17, with a
matinee performance at 2 p.m.
April 17. Reserve seat tickets are
$2.75 and general reserve seats,
$1.75 for evening performances.
All seats for the matinee are $1.25
general admission.
Tickets are available at the
University Ice Arena and at the
Union Ticket Office.

The Green Sheet is published weekly by the Bowling
Green State University News and Photography Service.
Deadlinefor notices in the Green Sheet is noon Wednesday, for the following week's calendar Monday
through Sunday. Notices should be submitted to the
editor, Teri Sharp, in care of News Service, 806 Administration Building, or phone 372-2616; 372-2617.
Special Green Sheet announcement forms are available
upon request.

The green sheet
monday
12:3* p.m.
Beginners
quarter.
University

LAO Yogaclass. Fee: $10 for the
Sign up in UAO office.
Union.

14 p.m. Stadeat Teacher ReflstratiooMeetings will be held every hour, on the
hour, for education majors wishing to
fulfill their student teaching requirement
during winter quarter of the 1971-72
academic year. For further information
phone 372-2251. Pink Dogwood Suite,
University Union.
3p.m. Women's Track PracticeOpen to all interested women. Women's
Bldg.
4 p.m. Paobelleak Council MeettagAlumni Room, University Union.
7-7:31 p.m. Prayer MeetinfInter-Varsity Christian FeUowship.
Prout Chapel.
7:M p.m. Zero Population GrowthMeeting. All interested persons Invited
to attend. Taft Room, University Union.
8 p.m. "Alternatives" LectureDonald Scherer, associate professor of
philosophy, will speak on "The Myth of
Sisyphus: Albert Camus." Second in a
series of "Alternatives." Free and open
to the public. US Education Bldg.
8 p.m. LectureDr. Alvin Lewis of the family and child
development department at Kansas
State University, will lecture on
"Husband-Wife Roles and Interaction
Among Blacks." Sponsored by ethnic
studies and the home economics
department. Free and open to the public.
Alumni Room, University Union.
8:31 p.m. IETA MeetingIndustrial Education and Technology
Association business meeting.
Ohio
Suite, University Union.

tudedav^

Bowling Green
State University
April fifth
thru eleventh

Open Forum. Faculty Lounge, 2nd floor.
University Union.
4 p.m. Psychology CoUoquiumDr. Theordore Barber of Medfield
Foundation, Inc., will discuss "Hypnosis,
Suggestion and Human Potentialities: A
Hard Headed Approach." Free and open
to the public. Alumni Room, University
Union.
7 p.m. Beta Alpha Pal MeetlngDiscussion of activities for the quarter.
Members urged to attend. Wayne Room,
University Union.
7 p.m. BGSU Business I
Meeting with guest speaker F.J. DeWitt,
of Occidental Petroleum Corp., who will
discuss "International Relations in
Business." Open to the public. Alumni
Room, University Union.
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11 p.m. UAO Campos Saowcase"Hotel."
Admission 81.
Main
Auditorium, University Hall.
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8 p.m. Psychology CsuoqaiumDr. Theodore Barber, of Medfield
Foundation, Inc., will discuss "LSD,
Marijuana and Related Drugs." Free
and open to the public. 210 Math-Science
Bldg.

plex." Free and open to the public. 112
Life Science Bldg.

Must present student ID to obtain ballot.
Main Floor, University Hall.

4:15 p.m. Assoc. of Childhood EdueMeeting. Dogwood Suite, University
Union.

8 p.m. UAO YogaAdvanced class. Fee:
quarter.
Sign up in
University Union.

8:38 p.m. French ClubMeeting. Open to all interested persons.
Alumni Room, University Union.

2-4 p.m. Games People PlayA workshop focusing on the "games"
people play in interpersonal relationships. Contact Joe House or David
Hathaway.
Counseling Center, 320
Student Services Bldg.

810 for the
UAO office.

Wednesday
I a.m.-3:3t p.m. WRA Elections
All members of the Women's
Recreational Association who have
participated in two-thirds of the group's
activities may vote. Women's Building.
I a-.rn.-S
For

Primary Student Body
e to the' Board of

4 p.m. LAO Campus Sbowcase-'Hotel."
Admission $1. Main Auditorium,
University Hall.
8-12 p.m. Dance-With the CouecUau.
Sponsored by Bromfield Hall. Admission
75 cents. Grand Ballroom, University
Union.

7 p.m. Taa Beta Sigma MeetingFor members only. Historical Room,
University Union.
7:3* p.m. Financial ClubMeeting with guest speaker Geralo
Maatie, of the 1st National Bank of
Toledo, who will discuss bank investments.
Taft Roam, University
Union.

Saturday

3 p.m. Women's Track PracticeOpen to all interested women. Women's
Bldg.

7 p.m. Student Education AisoclationMeeting with Robert Fisher, Ohio's
Teacher of the Year, as guest. Open to
all interested persons. 220-Math-Science
Bldg.

3-5 p.m. Coffee HourLutheran Student Association. Faculty
Lounge, University Union.

7 p.m. WRA Legislative BoardMeeting open to all interested women.
206 Women's Bldg.

3:88 p.m. LacrosseBowling Green versus Syracuse. Perry
Field.

7-7:88 p.m. Prayer MeetmgInter-Varsity Christian Fellowship.
University Lutheran Chapel.
For enrolled students. - Wayne Room,"

-

8 p.m. UCF DinnerMaundy Thursday dinner, foUowed by
communion.
UniteO
Christian
F.UowJiio C***m*m—
I8W

8:15 p.m.
Scholarship Fond Series
ConcertBowling Green Brass Quintet, Woodwind
Quintet and String Quartet. Admission 83
for adults; 81 for students. Recital Hall.
School of Music.
8:38 p.m. UAO Campus Showcase"Hotel."
Admission 81.
Main
Auditorium, University Hall
8 p.m. Easter Season ServicesUnited Christian Fellowship Center.
8-8:30 p.m. Pizza Eating ContestRepresentatives from each housing unit
will compete for prizes. Will be broadcast live over WFAL radio. Sponsored by
Bromfield Hall. Admission 75 cents.
Grand Ballroom, University Union.
11 p.m. UAO Campui Sbowcase"Hotel."
Admission 81.
Main
Auditorium, University Hall.

Sunday
8 a.m. Sunrise ServicesFollowed by breakfast United Christian
Fellowship Center. »
Students-

rueceiay1-5 p.m. Growth RoomOpen to those wishing to expand their
awareness.
Counseling Center, 320
Student Services Bldg.
2-4 p.m. Growth GroupOpen group experience to explore
feelings, attitudes and relations that are
part of growing. Contact Bob Witchel,
Counseling Center, 320 Student Services
Bldg.
2 p.m. Psychology ColloqulumDr. Theodore Barber of Medfield
Foundation, Inc., will discuss "Pitfalls in
Research: Experimental Bias, Fudging
and Related Problems." Free and open
to the public. Alumni Room, University
Union.
3 p.m. Women's Track PracticeAll interested women invited. Women's
Bldg.
3-5 p.m. CounselingRev. Loyal G. Bishop. Left Ante Room,
Prout Chapel.

3-5 p.m. Person-to-Persoa-

9 a~.rn.-5

Primary Student Body

For "TepTWHWHve to the- Board of
Trustees and student body president.
Must present student ID to obtain ballot.
Main Floor, University Hall.
18-12 a.m. Counseling GroupBy appointment only. Contact Joe House
or Tim Guinan. Counseling Center, 320
Student Services Bldg.
1-1 p.m. Yoga WorkshopBeginning experience in Hatha Yoga.
Contact Mel Foulds. Counseling Center,
320 Student Services Bldg.
3:3* p.m. BaseballBowling Green versus Aquinas Colege.
Stellar Field.
4 p.m. Sociology ColloqulumDr. William Peterson, of the sociology
department at Ohio State University, will
lecture on "Family Planning va.
Population Planning." Open to all interested persons.
Alumni Room,
University Union.
4 p.m. Biology ColloquiumDr. Allan AUenspach, of the department
of zoology and physiology at Miami
University, will apeak on "Ultrastructural Cytochemistry of the Golgi Com-

"^■»»"»*"Pi»»*isssw»sjsW»8J>ru.>. "
For enrolled' students. - Wayne Room,
University Union.
I p.m. Organizational MeettngFor the Scottish Culture Society. Pipers,
dancers and all persons interested in
Scotch culture are invited to attend. For
further information phone 372-3879.
Perry-Crogan Room, University Union.
8:3* p.m. i^itati Dept. LectareNovelist Anthony Burgess, author of IS
books including the recently published
"MF," will speak. Free and open to the
public. 115 Education Bldg.

thursday
I a.m.-3:30 p.m. WRA ElectionsAll WRA members who have participated in two-thirds of the groups
activities may vote. Women's Bldg.
S a.m.-5 p.m. Primary Stodent Body
ElectieBSFor representative to the Board of
Trustees and stodent body president.

communion.

UniteO

Christian

Fcllowahio l

6:3« p.m. Christian Science MeetlngProut Chapel.
7-.3011 p.m. Couples WarkshopWeeUy group experience for dating,
engaged, married or divorced couples
who desire to explore new ways to
achieve excitement, vitality and intimacy. Number of participants limited.
Contact Joe House or Mel Foulds.
Counseling Center, 320 Student Services
Big.
8 p.m. LectureRobert Macosky, personnel consultant of
Stellite Divudon of Cabot Corp.. will
lecture on "Humanism and Business:
Are They Compatible?" Sponsored by
the BGSU Business Club, Delta Sigma Pi,
and UCF. Free and open to the public.
Ohio Suite, University Union.

Bsstasts-

St. Mark's Lutheran Church.
1:15 a.m. Bible Study for StudenU1374 dough Street.
1* a.m. Orthodox Church ServicesOrthodox Fellowship. United Christian
Fellowship Chapel. UCF Center.
18:38 a.m. Lutheran Stodent Serviee1124 E. Wooster St., University Lutheran
Chapel.
18:38 a.m. Christian Science ServlcesProut Chapel.
18:38 a.m. Mormon Charch ServicesChapel, 115 E. Oak St.
18:45 a.m. Unitarian Fellowshlp123 E. Court St.
11a.m. Lutheran Worship for StndentsSt. Mark's Lutheran Church.

friday

11:15 a.m. University Lutheran Chapel"Sermon Talk Back." 1124 E. Wooster
St., University Lutheran Chapel.

2-4 p.m. Sexaal PoUticsGroup experience focusing upon games,
manipulations and power politics of
human sexuality. Contact Jim Guman or
Bob Witchel. Counseling Center, 820
Student Services Bldg.
3 ML Good Friday ServicesUnited Christian Fellowship Center.
( p.m. UAO Campos
"Hotel."
Admission fl
Auditorium, University Hal.

Main

8:88 p.m. UAO Campos Showcase"Hotel."
Admission $1.
Mam
Auditorium, University Hall.

7 p.m. British t American Films"The Private Life of Henry VHI," (1933British). Stars Charles Laughton, Binnle
Barnes. Sponsored by the English Dept.
Free and open to the public. 104 Hanna
Hall
8:15 p.m. Faculty RecitalYoung Nam Kim, violin. Free and open
to the public. Recital Hall, School of
Music.
8:45 p.m. British k American FUms"I Wanted Wings," (1941-U.S.) Stars Ray
Milland, William Holden, Brian Donlevy,
Veronica Lake.
Sponsored by the
English Dept Free and open to the
public 105 Hanna Hall.

INAUGURAL SYMBOL
This design will become a familiar sight oa
campus this month as It Is being ased to symbolize a wide variety events that will focus on the
present quality and future ambitions of Bowling
Green University.
The events will lead up to the April 18
inauguration of Dr. Hollis A. Moore as the
seventh president of the University.
The symbol, which will commemmorate the
Inauguration, takes the shape of a tree,
signifying the tree of knowledge. It rtnaliti at
several lower case b's and g's, a reminder that
the inaugural month is a period of Introspectiona time to examine Bowling Green's present and
future ambitions.

University employment office

Employment opportunities
The following employment
opportunities are available during
the next two weeks (April 5-April
IB) at the University.
Appointments for interviews can now
be made in the Office of Career
Planning and Placement Services, third floor of the Student
Services Building.
BUSINESS
APRIL 5
Carnation Company - Sales
Rep.
ShiUlto's - Summer Intern.
APRIL 6
Wlnkelman's Stores, Inc. Retail Mgmt., Merchandising
Mgmt., System & Control,
Summer Intern.
Penn Mutual I jfe Insurance Sales.
APRIL 7
John Hancock Mutual life
Insurance - No report yet.
Employer's Commercial Union
Insurance Underwriting
Trainee.
The Cleveland Trust Company
- Mgmt. Trainee, Securities
Analyst, Oper. Trng.
New York Life Insurance
Company - LA., Bus. Adin . Sales
- Sales Mgmt.
Wheeling Corrugating Co. Sales Trainees.
APRILS
The Magnavox Company Corp. Acctg. Trainee, Draftsman.
Mutual of New York - No report
yet.
Oscar Mayer & Co. - Acctg.
Trainee, Operation Trainee, Sales
Trainee.
Commonwealth Life Insurance
Co. - Sales Mgmt.
AGENCIES
APRIL 5
Ohio Dept. of Highways Acctg., Math, Comp. Sci., Bus.
Adm., Econ.
Adult Parole Authority Probation 4-or Parole Officers,
Summer positions.
SCHOOLS
APRILS
Reading Bd. of Ed., Ohio - All
ureas except Eng., Soc. St., Sci.
Maumee City Schls., Ohio O.W.A. and AU Areas.
Imlay City Comm. Schls.,
Mich. - El. Ed., Ind. Ed., Biol.,
EMR.
Solon ML Dist., Ohio - Art.,
El. Ed.. Eng., WHPE. Und.. Ed.,
French, Span., Lib. Sci., Math,
Chem.
Wayne Twp. Schls., Ohio - El.
Ed., Eng., Sci., Bus. Ed.,
Fairview Park Schls., Ohio AU Areas.
Warren City Schls., Ohio - All
Areas.
Tekonsha Comm. Schls., Mich.
- El. Ed., Soc. St., P.E., Guld.
Counselor.
Versailles Ex. Vill. Schl. Dist.,
Ohio - El. Ed., Math, Eng., Span.,
Sci., Speech at Hearing, Sp. Ed.
APRIL 6
Cleveland City Schl. Dist., Ohio
-Art,El. Ed., Lib. Sci., Home Ec.,
Music, Comp. Sci., Ed. Ment.
Retarded, Ind. Ed., Mth.
Algonac Comm. Schls., Mich El. Ed., Math, Sp. Ed.
Royal Oak Schls., Mich. - AU
Areas but Soc. St.
Fairview Park Schls., Ohio AU Anas.
Bentley Comm. Seals., Mich. -

El. Ed., Music, Gen. Sci., Sp. Ed.,
Reading.
Washington LocalSehls., Ohio AU Areas.
Versailles Ex. ViU. Schls., Ohio
- El. Ed., Math, Eng., Span. Sci.,
Speech & Hearing, Sp. Ed.
Warren Woods Pb. Schls.,
Mich. - Reading, El. Vcl. Music,
Gen. Sci., Home Ec., Ind. Arts,
Ment. Hand, Speech Correction,
Biol., Geology, Math.
Kearsley Comm. Schls., Mich.
- AU Areas, but HPE, Admin., and
Soc, St.
APRIL 7
Van Wert City Schls., Ohio - AU
Areas.
Lexington Pb. Schls., Mass. El. Ed., Lang., Sp. Ed., MHPE,
Music, AU secondary.
Troy Pb. Schls., Ohio - Ind.
Arts, Math-Sci., Sp. Ed., E. Sci.,
WHPE.
Dearsley Comm. Schls., Mich.
- AU Areas, but HPE, Admin., Soc.
St.
Sidney City Schls., Ohio - EMR,
El. Ed., Math, Soc. St., Eng.,
Speech & Drama, French, German, Coord, of Instruction.
Warren Co. Schls., Ohio - Vocal
Music, Marching Band, H.S. Sci,
& FootbaUCoach Ind. Arts, EMR,
Chrm.-Physlcs, Jr. Hi. HPE-Eng.
or Sci. plus Football and
Basketball, BOE, H.S. Math
Bentley Comm. Schls., Mich. El. Ed.,Music, Gen. Sci., Sp. Ed.,
Reading.
Cleveland City Schl. Dist., Ohio
-Art,El. Ed., Lib. Sci., Home Ec.,
Music, Comp. Sci., Ed. Ment.,
Retarded. Ind. Ed., Math.
APRILS
Lexington Pb. Schls., Mass. El. Ed., Lang., Sp. Ed., MHPE,
Music, AU Secondary.
Mentor Pb. Schls., Ohio - Most
Areas.
Bay Village City Schls, Ohio No
Report
Yet.
Tallmadge City Schls., Ohio No Report Yet.
Los Angeles Pb. Schls., Calif. El. Ed. Si Sec. except Soc. S„
Lang. Si lib. Sci.
Port Clinton Bd. of Ed., Ohio Math, Span. EMR, Com-

munications, Vocal Music, Head
Basketball Coach.
Kankakee Special Education
Coop., Illinois - Educ. Ment.
Hand., Learn. DisabU., Emot.
Dist., Socially Maladjusted, Phys.
Hand. Deaf & Hard Hear., Mult
Hand., Sp. Ed., Voc. Counselors
BUSINESS
APRIL 12
Lybrand Ross Bros. Si Montgomery - Accts.
Fidelity Union Life - Staff
Mgr., Sales Mgr., Campus Sales
Rep.
APRIL 13
Ohio Farmers Ins. Co. - No
Report Yet.
Arthur Young & Co. - Jr. Accts.
Connecticut Mutual Life Ins.
Co. - No report yet.
Equitable of Iowa Life Ins. Marketing.
APRIL 14
Travelers Ins. - Bus. Adm. ,
Claim Service, Risk Anal., Underwriting, Sales, Si Sales Mgmt.
APRIL 15
F. W. Woolworth Co. - Mgmt.
Trainees
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. - No
report yet.
Del Monte Sales - No report
yet.
Cadillac Motor Car Division No report yet.
APRIL IS
American Greetings
poration - No report yet.

Cor-

AGENCIES
APRIL IS
Social Security - Claims Rep.
Trainees.
APRIL IS
Bureau of Indian Affairs - El.
Ed., Guld. Cmms.. Gen. Educ.
Cleveland CUnlc - No report
yet.
SCHOOLS
APRIL 12
Perkins Local Schls.. Ohio - No
report yet
Evergreen Schls, Ohio -

French, Span., Lib., Sci., WHPE.
El. Ed., D.E.
Toledo Pb. Schls., Ohio - AU
Areas
Davison Comm. Schls., Ind. No Report Yet.
Putnam Co. Bd. of Ed., Ohio No Report Yet.
Richmond Comm. Schls., Ind. No Report Yet.
APRIL 13
CoopersviUe Schls., Mich. - No
Report Yet.
Flndlay City Schls., Ohio - No
Report Yet.
Midland Pb. Schls., Mich. - Art,
Bus. Ed., Dr. Ed., El. Ed., Eng.,
Speech, Si Drama, Journ. , HPE.
E. Cleveland Bd. of Ed., Ohio Comp. Bus., Comp. Sci., El. Ed.,
Ind. Arts, Math, Biology.
New Philadelphia City Schls.
Ohio-El. Ed., French, Math, Gen.
MusicEMR.
South EucUd - Lyndhurst City
Schls., Ohio - AU Areas.
BeUevue City Bd. of Ed., Ohio El. Ed., Most Areas.
Carman Schools, Mich. - No
report yet.
Brldgman Pb. Schls., MichInd. Arts, Art.
Benton Harbor Schl. , Mich. El. Ed., Math Sci., Eng., EMR.
Wooster City Schls., Ohio - El.
Ed ..Eng., Math, Sci., PE.Sp. Ed.,
Speech Si Hearing.
DoverPb. Schls., Ohio - No
report yet.
Moon Schls., Union Schl. Dist,
Penn. - El. Ed., Eng., Speech &
Drama, Home Ec, French,
German, Chem., Soc. St.
APRIL 14
BatUe Creek Pb. Schls, Mich.
- Journ., Math, Ub. Sci., Sp. Ed.
Montgomery Co. Schls, Ohio No report yet.
Springfield Schls.. Ohio - El.
Ed., Conns.. Eng., Ind. Arts,
Bus., Mth, Sci., Speech * Hear.,
Dr. Ed.
Houston Independent Schl.
Dist., Texas - Math, Eng., Art,
Ind. Arts, Sci., Sp. Ed.
Grand Rapids Pb. Schls, Mich.
- Sp. Ed., Art, Vocal Music, HPE,
Home Ec., Ind. Arts, Math, Sci.
ChlUicothe City Schls, Ohio -

El. Ed., Bus. Ed., French, Latin,
Home Ec, Ind. Arts, Mth, Sp. Ed.,
Lang. Arts, Speech, Speech Ther.
Huron Schl. Dist., Mich. - No
report yet.
Litchfleld Comm. Sch., Mich. No report yet
Clyde Ex. ViU. Schls., Ohio Ind. Arts, Hd. Football, Sp. Ed.
Patrick Henry Bd. of
Education, Ohio - No report yet
South Euclid - Lyndhurst City
Schls., Ohio - AU Areas.
WiUoughby - Eastlake City
Schls., Ohio - El. PE., WHPE.
Set, Mth, EMR., Voc. Elect., Voc.
Data Proc., El. Ed.
Dade Co. Schls., Fla. - El. Ed.,
Sp. Ed., Math, Ind. Arts, Gen.
Set, Reading.
APRIL IS
Berea City Schls, Ohio - E. Sci.,
Phy. Set, Bus. Ed., Home Ec.,
Mth, Auto Mech., Gen. Music, Ind.
Art, El. Ed., Sp. Ed.
Dade Co. Schls, Fla. - El. Ed.,
Sp. Ed., Math, Ind. Arts, Gen.
Sci., Reading.
Houston Indep. Schls., Texas Math, Eng., Art, Ind. Arts, Sci. Sp.
Ed.
Livonia Pb. Schls., Mich. - No
Report Yei.
Capac Comm. Schls., Mich. No report yet.
Marion Comm. Schls., Ind. Ub. Sci., El. Ed., Math, In. Ed.,
Gen. Sci., Sp. Ed., Speech &
Hearing.
Muskingum Area Voc. Schl.,
Ohio - Eng., Soc. St., Printing,
BOE, Data Proc., Acctg., Elect.,
Guid. Couns.
Swarti Creek Schls., Mich. - No
Report Yet.
APRIL IS
Lancaster City Schls., Ohio Sp. Ed.. 6th Grade, Soc. St., Eng.,
Lib. Sci.
Loraln City Schls., Ohio - No
report yet.
Ptqua City Schls., Ohio - No
report yet.
Berea City Schl. Dist., Ohio - E.
Set, Phy. Set, Bus. Ed., Home
Ec., Mth, Auto Mech, Gen. Music,
Ind. Arts, El. Ed., Sp. Ed.,
Wyandotte Schls. Mich. - No
Report Yet

